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(i)

SUMMARY

The thesis details the use of the þoundary integral

equation technique, in solving some problems in oscillatory

viscous flow at low Reynolds number. Similar techniques are

used to solve some water-wave reflection problems.

In the first part of the thesis, Iow Reynolds number

viscous flow through one or more gaps in an infinitely thin

waII is considered. The flow is considered to be oscillatory

and the fluid incompressible. It is also assumed that

vel-ocity amplitude fluctuations are small so that the Navier-

Stokes equations may be linearized. Flow through an arbitrary

number of infinitely long slits in a waIl is considered - this

is a two-dimensional problem. In the more general 3-dimensional

case, only axisymmetric flow through a circular gap is treated,

although the method may be extended, at least in principle, to

arrays of irregutarly shaped holes. Each of these problems is

formulated as a singular integral equation that is then solved

numerically.

Results for the viscous flow problems outlined above are

presented in terms of the "blockage coefficient" or the

"effective gap Size". These two quantities measure the degree

to which the fluid flow is restricted on passing through the

gaps in the waII. The numerical computations show good

agreement with previous work, where applicable, and with

analytical solutions that may be obtained in some limiting

cases.

In the second part of the thesis, two fairly generalized

water-wave problems are considered. The first is the

reflection of water-waves by a submerged shelf of some

prescribed shape, while the second is the reflection of water-
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(ii)

hraves by an infinitety thin, vertical barrier of given

permeability. A special case of the second problem is the

reflection of water-waves through one or more gaps in an

otherwise permeable breakwater.

Both water-wave problems are formulated in the two-

dimensional case on1y. The method of solution is essentially

the same in both problems. It is assumed that the flow is

non-viscous and irrotational and that fluid motions are small

enough so that linearization is possible.

By applying Green's theorem, singular integral equations

may be obtained with unknowns being the boundary values of

the potential function and its normal derivative. These may

be solved using a similar method to that used for the viscous

flow problems.

Reflection and transmission coefficients are presented

for the water-wave problems. A variety of bottom geometries

and breakwater configurations is considered. Good agreement

is shown with earlier work by other authors in the field.
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I

GENERAL INTRODUCTTON

The boundary integral equation technique is becoming

widely accepted as a tool for the fast and accurate solution

of problems that might previously have been solved by finite

difference methods, or more recently by such procedures as the

finite element technique or the "Marker and CeII" method. The

obvious advantage of the boundary integral technique is that

the only quantities that have to be specifically determined ín

the numerical solution process are boundary values. Once

these have been obtained, the basic unknowns at any interior
point may be found by the use of an appropriate integral
relation. Other methods, by contrast, involve finding values

at these interior points as part of the solution procedure,

usually involving an excessive amount of computer time and

often introduci-ng large truncation errors. This is especially

true in the case of infinite domains.

In general, in using the i-ntegral method, one applies

Green's theorem to express, for example, a velocity potential

anywhere in some fluid domain in terms of the boundary values

of this potential and its normal derivative. Thus once the

boundary values are known, the potential may be determined

throughout the fluid. By a suitable limiting process, we may

reduce the integral relation thus obtained to a singular

integral equation involving only boundary values. (In some

casesr w€ require more than a single integral equation - but

the same methods of solutj.on may be used for the solution of

two, three or more coupled integral equations. )

This integral equation will usually be a Fredholm equation

of the first or second kind. Equations of the second kind are

generally amenable to any reasonable method of numerical

i
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solution for example, iteration methods are quite often

used. By contrast, eguations of the first kind can cause

trouble and there is no guarantee that a part.icular numerical

method will be successful in dealing with equations of this

sort. In the present thesis, both types of equation arise.

It j-s found that an extremr,Iy straightforward method first

proposed by Tuck (1969) gives good results with both types.

In this procedure we divide the boundaryr or range of

integration, into a number of segments. The unknown function

is considered to be slowly varying on the boundary so that it

may be approximated as havíng a constant value over each

small segment. (At points on the boundary where this assump-

tion breaks down, near corners for example, the method can be

improved by making the boundary segments smaller and smaller

as the singular point is approached. In fact, the boundary

may be divided in such a h/ay as to exactly cancel out the

effect of such singularities.) Once we have discretized the

problem in this wây, \^re can approximate the integral equation

as a matrix equation of order N, where N is the number of

segments. This matrix equation may then be inverted to

return the boundary values of the (unknown) function.

As has been mentioned above, the method requires that

the problem be expressed in terms of an integral relation over

the boundary. Thus Iinearized water-\^/ave problems may

immediately be approached using this methodr âs i-n general a

velocity potential exists satisfying Laplace's equation and

Green's theorem allows the required integral relation to be

derived. Thus, in Chapters 3 and 4 of the thesisr w€ formul-

ate two water problems. Using the method outlined above,

results are obtained for a wide range of geometries.
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Specifically, in Chapter 3 we consider water-wave

reflection, in water of finite depth, due to a change in

depth. OnIy a two-dimensional formulation is attempted,

although similar methods could be used to solve the more

general three-dimensional problem, admittedly with some

computational difficulty. The problem is set up as a set of

coupled integral equations, rather than a single equation,

but it is found that the numerical method may be successfully

used.

In Chapter 4, the problem of water-wave reflection by a

thin barrier of arbitrary permeability is considered, again

with the restriction that the flow be two-dimensional. Both

finite depth and infinite depth problems are considered.

This formulation includes the special case of transmission

through one or more gaps in an otherwise impermeable break-

water. Results are presented for a wide range of barrier

geometries and water dePths.

In Chapters I and 2 we consider oscillatory viscous flow

at low Reynolds number, through one or more gaps in an other-

wise impermeable wall. In Chapter I, v/e formulate the problem

for a single slit (two-dimensional ftow) and a single circular

hole (axisymmetric flow) . In Chapter 2, we extend the model to

consider unsteady viscous flow through a Screen. In these

problems there is no longer a velocity potential as was the

case when dealing with water-waves. We assume, however, that

velocity amplitude fluctuations are smallr so that the Navier-

Stokes equations may be linearized. This implies that the

pressure throughout the flow-field still satisfies Laplacers

equation and accordingly it is found that suitable integral

relations may be obtained by distributing point pressures' of
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unkno$rn strength, across the openings in the wall. This

unknown strength distribution is actually proportional to the

normal velocity through the gap.

Once again, the numerical method of Tuck (L969) may be

used successfuJ-Iy. Two points should be made, however.

First, the integral equations derived in the víscous flow

problems are of the first kind so that there is no guarantee

of exj-stence or uniqueness of solution. The method used here

does, however, give answers that agree well with other work

in the field, in regions where other theories are applicable
(e.9. de Mestre and Guiney (1971) , Sedov (1965) ) . Analytical
solutions may be obtained in some li-miting cases, and these

results also agree with the numerical work. Secondly, the

integral equations obtained have double-pole singularities
(in contrast with the water-\,rave probJ-ems, where the dominant

singularity is logarithmic). This might be expected to cause

problems. In fact, it is possible to deal with such singular-

ities using the Hadamard interpretation (see Mangler (1951) ),
and it is shown in the Appendices that careful interpretation

of the double-pole leads to exactly the same resul-t as is

obtained by applying the numerical technique without regard

to the divergent character of Lhe integral equation.

Finally, in the Appendices, some simple test equations

are considered, and some measure is made of the rate of

convergence of the numerical method.
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CHAPTER

UI.]STEADY LOW-REY}JOLDS-TJUIUBER OSCILLATORY FLOI^] THROUGH TWO AI\D

TIIREE-DIMENS TONAL GAPS

I.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider oscillatory low-Reynolds-

number flow through a single gap in an otherwise irnpermeable

wall. This work follows from the work of Tuck (1975) on the ;

so-called "effective size" of a small gap in both viscous and

non-viscous flows. A possible application is to acoustics,

wirere the effective size is related to the acoustic impedance

of the barrier (see Chapter 2). In a r¡,ore general sense, this

work allows the inclusion of real-fluid effects, usually

appreciable only in the vicinity of the 9aP, in problern's such

as channel flow through a (small) restricted opening t ot v¡ater-

wave floiv through a porous barrier

Usually such contributions are determined experirnentally.

c1e Mestre and, Guiney ('I97I) have, hovrever, considered the

problern of axisymmetric flow through a small hole at lor'¡

Reynolds uurnber. In their treatrnent, the flow near the gap is

assuned to be cor,pletely doninated by viscous effects, so that

a Stokes-f low formulation is possible. This type of flor'"' is

considered to be applicable in some inner region near the gap.

Outsii.e this region the flow is treated as being due to an

oscillatory point source, so that no effects due to finite

\,üidth of the gap are included. such an approach is a good

first approximation. Ilowever, as no matching procedure is

carried out, there is sorl.e doubt as to which of the t\.,vo

(separate) solutions is applicable at a particular point.

The present fornnulation atternpts a more uniforr¡. approach in

that the (linear) inertial terrns are inclucled even in the
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Sketch of two-dimensional flow Èhrough a gap in an
infinite plane wall of zero thickness.

Figure I
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T

Axisymmetric flow through a circular gap in an
infinite plane wall of zero thickness.

Figure 2
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near vicinity of the gap while, conversely, the influence of

the finite width of the gap is carried through to the far

field. It must be noted, however, that this approach is

lirnited to problems where velocity fluctuations are small

cnough so that non-linear terms in the Navier-Stol<es equations

may be neelected.

We assum.e that the flow is tim.e-sinusoidal , of frequency

c)r so that the norrnal velocity through the gap may be defined

as (lìc(vei"t). Tf a is a typical gap dimension and v the

kinematic viscosity, then we rnay define a true Reynolds

number Va/v which we take as small. This is equivalent to

assuming that the velocity fluctuations are small, thus

justifying Iinearization. under this approximation, all

quantities in the flow problen are proportional to v, and

tire only important non-dimensional parameter is the non-

dimensional frequencY

F = oa2/\) (1.I.I)

which will be henceforth referrecl to as the Reynolds numlcer.

Às mentionecl before, inertial terms are retained in the

l'travier-Stokes eguations in this formulation. This means that

if ttre influence of viscosity happens to be negligible even

very close to the gapr the case of inviscid flow will be

regained as g -t -.

In the fol-lowing section, the problem of two-dimensional

flow through a single slit will be considered. Later in the

chapter axisymmetric flow through a circular gap is treated.

L.2 Matheniatical Formulation (2-d hole)

We consider the flow situation shown in Figure I , v¡ith

cartesian co-ordinates (x,y) - The velocity vector
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u(x,y)et"t i" assumed to satisfy the linearized llavier-Stokes

equation

iou p + uVtg (r.2.r)
p-

where p (x,Y) e

_lv

the pressure.

incornpress ible

such that tl =

Since we

fluid, w€

are also

can use a streamassurning a (localIY)

f unction ,1, (x, Y) ei "'

implies that

i ot
t-s

g

(ú, '-ü* )

24

'.lJ = CxV

-U(t¡ + cr ü)

and (1.2.1) then

(L.2.2)

(r.2 .4)

v" ,4,

where o' = ío/v.

Using (I.2.I) and the incompressibility of the fluidr wê

have Vtp=0, The harmonic conjugate of the pressure' sâY

q(x,y), is then given by the solution of the cauchy-Riernann

equations

P* = 9r, Py = -q* (1'2'3)

q(xry) is related to the vorticity ur by

a

where tll is defined as

2 (r.2.5)_V riJ

Ilere tÌ = pv is the dynamic viscosity'

Due to the influence of viscosity, vorticity (J is

generated in the gap at Y=0 ' This vorticity decays

exponentially as lyl*-' Because of this' ât a large distance

from the waII the flow becornes irrotational with 1¡=0, V2u=0'

In this region the flow is described by a velocity potential

proportional to P (x,Y) '

u)

u Y(-
I

rop p (x, y) lvl -> æ (r.2.6)
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This velocitY Potential

sink pair at (x,y) = (0'0) 
'

corresponds to that of a source-

given by

(r.2 .7 )
I

-Ð
rop

-+ I(x, y)
2t¡

log (r/ s) sgn y, I V I
-+æ

where s Ís an arbitrary constant, knov,'n as the effective

gap size, and r = x2 *'y2 . This quantity s carries through

to the outer florv fietC the effects due to viscosity, as well

as the influence of the finite width of the gap. It should be

notecl that s ntay be complex-valued-

The irrotational flow (equation L.2.7) at a great distance

(relative to the gap width 2a) from the slit, is the outer

approximation to the inncr flow through the slit. This must

r¡atch with the inner approxirnation to the outer flovr field

for the par:ticurar probrem being considered (e'g' acoustic

streaming through a gap) -

fn thc outer fietcl there is an effective pressure jum.p

across y:0, given bY

2cru (1.2.8)

(r.2.9)

Ap log s
II

so that Q.2.7) can be written

p(x,Y)
t2

, -/0 E
\ 2n log r sgnyt\

)
1.
2t\p ' v -> + @

This means that for alI gap configurations, iu the outer

flow field, the flow throuqh the gap looks like that due to

au oscill_atory inviscid source-sink pair located at

(x,y) = (0,0). All information about the detailed flov¡ in

the neighbourhooo of the gap is carrieo to the outer flow by

the effective gap size. Àlternatively, the pressure jump

across y=0 may be thought of as conveyinq this information

to the outer flov¡ field.
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Equat-ion (L.2.9) provides a boundary condition at

infinity for the problem, in terms of the pressure jump across

the wall. This quantity still, however, remains to be

determined.

The remaining boundary conditions are the no-slip

condition u=0 on the waII

(r (x,0) 0 l"l >a (r.2.10)rl* (x,0)

and the condition across the gap of normal strearning velocity'

i. e.

ür(x,0) = O l"l < a (I-2.1I)

and finally

v

I"

v
ti (x,0) 0 l"l <a (r.2.l-2)

to continuity of the pressure across thc:

(r.2.5)).

the Integral Equation (2-d hole)

rvhich is equivalent

gap (by (1.2.3) and

1.3 Derivation of

I,{e write

if (x, Y) =

where m(È,) is a source strength to

proportional to the velocity through

any Green's function satisfYing

Vo.l, ,v'r\trN = ô(x-6) ô(Y-n)

everywhere in the fluid. We choose G(x,Y,E\

where

r¡(¿,) G(x,y,q)dE (r.3.r)

be deterrnined and is

the gap. c(x,y,6) is

(r.3.2)

Go (x-6,y)

I
0

d¡,
l-,rc +æ- .-^t) =i., Àx

(r.3.3)
G., (x, Y) -2/rc-2

æ

(À+,/I,Td-) (tre-" ,ffi;'



(Tuck (1970) ), which also satisfies

1I

(I.2. f0) everYwhere on

field corresponding to

zero-velocitY

except at x=0. The

is p=Po, where

the

Y=0condition

pressure

P (x,y)
o

cr2 logrÆr{'-

'ü=Go

a1x-y
(x' +y' ¡' f-

o

2l= n uL +

- 

-Àv r* ¿xl/x'+d' e 'cos 
I

li:l:lland P(xrl,Y)

As r -+ Ò, p(xr6ry)

n, (x- t.. , y)

1

. ¿vcr
+ ,I

m(¿,)dC

log r (r.3.6)

aThe integral representatÍon

corresponCing representation for

p (x, y) nr(f) P(x,Y,6)dq

(1.3. f) for Ü imPlies

the pressure,

* åno

where the arbitrarY constant

tlrus satisf ies (L -2.7) ' rn

(r.3.6)

f'

21".

I^
2L\p

fact, aS 1. + -, V/€

is given by

*on

(1.3.7)

(I.2.8) and

have f::om

P (x,Y) ?!L m(e)d8,. log ¡ *-+
J"

strength m

teft is the

(r.3.8)

(r.3.e)

expresses

net entering

1I

and tlrus , us inq (L - 2 .9) ,

I
2

This norrnalization of the source

continuity, since the quantity on the

flux through the 9aP, and that on the right the net deParting

fluxat r=N-

Tl]epressurefieldrepresentation(r.3.7)isvalidonly

for y > 0. It rnay, itowever, be extenrled to y < 0 as an

odd function of y. In gcneral this would require a pressure

junrpacrossthegapY=C,-a<x.-àrviolatingtherequire-

ment that pressure be continuous across the gap (see (1'2'12))
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Ti-ris last condition allows us to

to determine the unknown m(6) -

the 9ap, so that

m(E) P(x,0,6)dE

obtain an integral equation

We set p(x,O) = 0 across

2

_uct_
2r log S ( 1. 3. 10)

l"

The problem has thus reduced to solving (1.3.9) and (I.3.10)

simultaneously for the unknown quantities m(x) and s

obviously, once m(x) has been determined, the stream

for the entire flow field may be obtained from equation

The problern can be further sirnplified if v¿e adopt

dimcnsionalization as follows- We set

function

(1.3.1).

a non-

( 1. 3. 11)

(r.3.12)

(1.3.13)

(r.3.14)

(r. 3. 1s)

(1. 3. 16 )

t a E*, x = a x*

m* (6*) loq ( s,/a)
2¡a

2
u0 P* (xrt-qrr)

m(6)

P(x,0,6)

For brevity, we omit the stars from nou/ on'

The integral equation (I-3-I0) then becomes

and

or

m(f,) P(x,E)aq I

o

m(r.) (P (x, E) + P (x,-E) ) ¿¿ Ior

since m(6) is an even function.

FinaIIy, the norm.alization condition (I.3.9) becomes

I
0

m(6)dd - r / (4 log s/a)

Iog s/a: m(6)dã'Inf'
0

-l
I
I

once equation ( I. 3 - f5) has

(1.3. t7) provides the effective

been solved for m(E) ,

gap síze directlY.

(1.3.17)
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The normalized kernel can be wri-tten

P (x, 6) = -Q' (x-E¡ 0' (x+E) (I- 3. IB)

At this stage O must be determined by evaluating the

indefinite íntegral of P (x, E) . The major problem here occurs

in tl're evaluation of

¡E r l* 
-- -r.,

Q,, (x, t) = j 
ïfä ,; ), 

/^' +ot; e "'cos Àa (x-6) dÀdg (I' 3' 19)

file may, however, rewrite the inner integral so that

,Ó
m[ "sJ

o

1i
y-)

= ? I'(t *À tË) Ko (,/rß x-ql)

= ? /* Rn x - x -n\

g

("'
I ð2 -Ày cos Àa (x-E)

/T" +a'
0 (x, tl,)

o

2

It (rt

dÀdE
a a .,

a ä[

where K is a modified Bessel function.
o

T'hus we nay write

(1.3.20)

(r.3.2r)

(r.3.22',)

(r.3.23)

Q (x)

where g is an odd function defined for 0 > 0 by
0

I
o

g (o) : Ku ' (/Td) 'Il Ko ( /îE) dr

g(0) may be written in term,s of Kelvin functions (see

Àbramowitz and Stegun (1964), p.379) and their integrals, and

may thus be evaluated numerically rvith little difficulty.

g(0) is cal-culated by using series representations for the

Kelvin functions and for the integral of the rnodified Bessel

function K
o

The íntegral- equation (I.3.14) is very singular. The

kernel P(x,{) has a double pole at x:8, of the forrn
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P (x,6) -) 4
X (t .3 .24)

îTiß ( x-E)' '

llowever, a direct integration of this kernelr âs in (I.3-22\,

may be justified by use of the Hadamard interpretation.

Mangler (I951) shows that correct answers are obtained in

problems of this type by integrating straight through the

singularity. For a more detail-ed discussion of this problem

and the interpretation of double po1es, reference should be

made to the appendices.

I.4 t{athematical Formulation (3-d hole)

In this section the problem of fl-ow through a circular

hole is considered. Cytindrical polar coordinates r, z and

0 are used. Due to the axisymmetry of the problem, there

wj-ll be no functional dependence on 0 (see Figure 2 ) -

Under the same assumptions concerning velocity

fluctuations and so on, that \^iere used in the formulation for

a two-dimensional slitr we still have the velocity vector

u(x,y).' " t satisfying (I.2.I) .

It is, however, ño Ionger possible to find a stream

function satisfying (1.2.2) . This problern may be overcome'

however. If the components of 9 in the r and z

directions respectively are given by u(r,z,t) and v (t,z,L)

then the continuity condition throughout the fluid is

->a

I â /rðu-\ * A.t
r är\ðr/ àz

(1.4.r)

satisfied by the introduction of a stream

such that

0

This equation can be

function rl'(xryrt)

Iv=- r
aü'
àz

I
ll=- t

_?_ui
ðr

(L.4.2)



In terms of the

equation (I.2. I)

where the operator D ]-S

l5

stream function ü' the Navier-Stokes

becomes

ð

ãE
I=-v

2

a2

o' ,1,
4DÜ

grven

YX

: Y*g

by

(1.4.3)

(1.4.4)

(1.4.e)

2 a
)

òr

Vlf= Y 
( Y'vl

t

(v X u)

ðr
Ir à â ?

tV
a

D +
2 ðr

àz

If we now set V' = dìe (r! (r ,z) ei 
o' (r.4.5)

then we obtain

(1.4.6)

The vorticity can be shown be given by

û)= tj/ (1.4.7)

which replaces (I.2.5i in the two-dimensional slit problem.

Using (I.2.f) and the incompressibility of the fluidr vI€ find

that the pressure satisfies the equation

Yp = u(v2 o')g (r.4.8)

On using the vector identity

(r
2

D
2

cx

to

4
D'.1,'

4
D

I
r

we obtain #

(1.4.10)

(1.4.1r)

(r.4.L2)

a similar role to the

equation (I.2.4) in the

r ûr)

and ðp
àz

r ul)

Equations (I.4.Il) and (L.4.L2) play

Cauchy-Riemann equations (1 .2.3) and

two-dimensional p::obIem.

At a large distance R -

(cr'r¡ +o

ãz
u
r

(a',1, +a

ãr
_ur

r' + z' f rom the waII, vle
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again have trl -+ 0 so that the velocity

source-sink pair at (r,z\ = (0,0). It

that the flow is now three-dimensional,

potential looks líke a

must be noted, however,

so that

I

-l)
rop (r,z\ -> z->*æ (r.4.13)

(r.4.14)

(1.4.15)

(r.4.r6)

(r.4.17)

(1.4.18)

I I\
;) ssn z,

R

where s is again the effective gap síze.

Corresponding to (I.2.8), we write

2

Ap

so that (L.2 .9) becomes

_0 u
2ns

t

p(r,z) -> sgnz! 2-++æ0u
4rR

I^
Z^P'

(I.4.15) is the boundary condítion at

Éìoundary conditions on z=0 are also

(L.2.I0 ) - 0.2 .l-2) . ExpIicitIy, these

rl, (r,0) = rl" (r,0) = 0 r >

infinity.

required in place of

are

(r,0) 0 r<

a

a

and finally (r,o) 0

v

tù

7,

z,

1.5 Derivation of the rntegral Equation (3-d problem)

For a general hole in a plane wall r \¡trê can

solution by distributing sources over the hole,

attempt a

i-e.

þ(r,z,o) sgn z m(q,0) G(r,9,0-0,2)da (r.5.r)

where G(r,g.,þ,2) is the Green's function satisfying (I.4.6)

everywhere except at (r,z) = (0,0). This function is in

fact the solution obtained by de l4estre and Guiney (1971 ) .

They used it to describe the stream function in the far-field

for Stokes flow through an axisymrnetric hoIe. It is given

il
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by

G(r,9,þ,2) -Y lF +* ) (^"-ffi

I

I-
o

z(À +

with

I'(r,9,þ,2)

* åon

(1.s.2)

(r.5.3)Y

)
c[

I

For a detailed derivation of equation (I.5.2), reference should

be made to Guiney (1972) .

The corresponding pressure distribution to ü=G can now

be determined, using (I.4.If) and (f.4.l-2), as

3222
=ùLl /vt-+*' ) (y' +z' It l ' o' (y' *22 ¡s 

I z
+

cx

1
2

xã" +a' e
-Àz J

0
(ry) dÀ (1.5.4)

As R + ñr
cx (1.5.5)P(r,e,ô,2)

R

We are particularly interested in the problem of axisym-

metric flow through a circular gap. In this particular case

\^/e may ignore 0 dependence. llenceforth this will be done.

It should be noted, however, that the method will still work

for non-axisymmetric flow through irregularly shaped ho1es.

In such problems, however, the kernels of the integral

equations can become extremely complicated, due to the

additional pararneter involved.

We may now write down an integral representaticn for the

pressurercorrêsponding to equation (1.3.7) in the two-

dimensional formulation, i. e.

I-
o

0
+ \

)

2
u+

tn ¡2 ¡

= .J" .| ',(q,o)
o0

P (r,z\ P (r ,e, þ , z) d0dq (1.s.6)
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b/here again the arbitrary constant

We now take the limit of (I.5.6) as

p(r,z)

Ap is given by (1.4.14) .

R -' - and find

->
c[u

R

l2nq I m(q,0)d$dq +
)
o

r
o

åon

.t

I
ùÌ

I

Ì

fr
'i

.'l

I
t,

I

1

Using (f.4.13) we have

or

qm (q)
2

P (r,g,ô,0)d(rdq = l#

2

m(q) P, (r,q)dq = l*

I =f'
o

(1.s.7)

(1.5.8)

(1.s.9)

(r.s.10)

qm(q) dq
2

Bn

on noting that m(q,0) : m(e) due to the axisymmetry of the

problem.

Using similar reasoning to that detailed in section 3 we

set p(r,0) = 0 across the 9ap, so that
2Í

oo tl
,å',

fl

o

where P (r, q) P(r,9,0,0)d0 (1.s.1r)

Once again we are faced with the problem of solving the

equations (1.5.8) and (1.5.9) simultaneously to determine the

unknowns m(r) and s. In this case, hov/ever, we have sone

added difficulty in that the integral of the pressure Green's

function must be obtained. The non-dimensionalization

r = âr*, q = â9*, P, : P, *o'v/ATrs gives (we inmediately

omit tl-re stars)

m(q) P, (r,q)dq = I (1.5.12)

qm(q)dq (r.s.13)

I
o

¡2 t

=ql
o

i'
)
0

h

2tts
aand

Although a formal analytic integration of the kernel
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function P, (r,e) cannot be carried out, due to the compli-

cated nature of the functions involved, a great deal of

simplífication may be made. This allows relatively fast and

accurate computation of the kernel function.

In taking the limit as z -, 0 the third term in (1.5.4)

vanishes. IVe consider the remaining terms one by one. After

suitable substitutions, the first may be written as

(r.5.14)

.t

t
,[.

¡

{
it

&
rì,{

{

I
I

!

I

1

I
¡2 r
I= q I tdO.¡ )

o

l"' 
'

-¡ I 2

2s-
q+r

2q
. .f 2 21q+r) o, a

4q

(q+r) 3 iß fr "tul

(1.s.15)

(r.s.16)

(r.s.17)

(1.5.18)

dv
5 n V

2where 9" Atq/ ( r+q)

Finally we may recognise I. as

4q.
q+r

t
tr

ft

I K(r)

where K(f,) is the complete elliptic integral of the first

kind (see Abrannowitz and Stegun (1964) , p.590) .

In a similar wâ1zr the second term in (1.5.4) is given by

I r (1-1, sirrtv)t/'

l2

-¡ I 2

dv
2

where

kind.

with the

E(¿) is the complete elliptic integral of the second

Equation (1.5.18) may be obtained from equation (1.5.17)

use of relations (17.2.L4) and (I7.2.24) in Abramowitz

and Stegun.

FinaIIy the i-ntegral term in (1.5.4) rnust be considered'

We have
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t
¡Þ.

o

\/ i-
/\J

o
èz

12,
= q I

J

o

("'
¿2 ¡

f =ol
J

o

0o

2T

+

ó

2
cl

I
J

o

I q Iim
z->O

1im
z'+0

( Ày) dÀdô
o

n2
ö Àe Jo ( Ày) d),

-Àz

(1.s.19)

dö (r.5.20)

(1. s. 21)

-ú P(q*,¡ /i-:Fn

(I-.Q,x' ) /l--*

(L.5.22\

-1

i

2
\
)

I

i
fi

',1

'l

'i
I
t,

1'

I

I

1

on interchanging the order of differentiation and integration.
The inner íntegral is a standard Laplace transform so that \^/e

have

lT;-To,

-o,ê

,/y1 +2,-

â' \
^ r)ðz '

2 + 22
lirn
z'+0

+ d0

Finally, after some manipulation,

-/'t ß(tt+r ) | - 9.x"4q
q+r

e dx

'trW 'Æ-x'

I e -tîBtrt+¡\,/:-TiT
rE (r-.Q,x" )3t2 /T-x'

eI dx
J

dx I
I
o

Numerical evaluation of the integral" I, and I, is

straightforward since accurate polynomial expansions exist

for computing them (again, see Abramowitz and Stegun, Chap.

f7). The integrals in (I-5.221 are unfortunateJ-y not so

straightforward. As can be seen, the principat difficulty in

evaluating these integrals occurs as fi, -> I when they become

very singular. urìe rnethod is just to ignore this problem

and accept the computing time penalty for tu -> 1. This would

be a reasonable approach, except for the f act that p" -+ 1

corresponds to I + r. This means that in our final matrix

inversion, the elements with !, -+ I will be on or near the

diagonal of the matrix. Since small variations in the on-

diagonal elements can cause large errors in the final out-

put, we must find a better way to evaluate I-. To this end



\¡/e rerdrite (L .5 .22) as

-rÃp(q+r)x
e

lñT* /l-x'

2T

1

ÆE(q+r)2x 9*rL-
1 II 4q + dx

(r.s.23)

The two square root singularities in (1.5.23) may be dealt

with by proper choice of integration mesh points. To overcome

the remaining difficutties (encountered near x=0) \^/e note

that

x2 -1.5 as x + 0 (I.5.24)

so that writing (1.5.23) as

- /i p ( q + r ) x I I Ie

/TA+x' /T-x'

.(å.: - 
') 

) I
e

I 4q t; + \
)

dx
3 ig (q+r) x ,/îB(q+r)'x q+r32

L dx

.Q,- l*x' 'tr-*
1.5

4q TE+rl)*t"

(r.s.2s)

allows the integral to be readily evaluated since the singu-

Iarity near x=0 has been removed. I- may be recognised as

(r.5 .26)

where E(¿) and K([) are easily evaluated as described

earlier. Finally we have

P (rrq) I + I +r
3

(L.s.27\

so that \À/e may now cvaluate the pressure Green's function in

a straightforward \Àray.

At this stage \^re may examine the behaviour of the kernel

r=- 4q 1!utul .ni+K(¿)o {q*r)'iß

2
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function as r + e. ft can be shown that the kernel behaves

like

e, (r, g) -5 los lr-ql 4 (1.s.28)as r+e
iß (r-q) 2

1.6 Asymptotic Results

In the case of a two-dimensional slit, some progress may

be made in the solution of the integral equation (1.3.I0),

without recourse to numerical methods, in the special cases

ß * 0 and ß * -. Due to the complicated nature of the

kernel function, ro such results have yet been obtained for

the circular hole Problem.

As g + 6, (I.3.10) reduces to

J

2z-uùIT

¡¡

m (6) Ios I "-E I aE u0
2r Iog s (1.6.r)

or in non-dimensional variables (see I.3)

t (r .6 .2)m(6) los I x-q I dE = - 4
log s/a

Differentiating this integral with respect to x gives

(1.6.3)

which has the solution m(x) = D/ 1-x' where D is some

constant. Note that this is a singular limit since the no-

slip condition at x : 1 I (1.2.10) is no longer satisfied.

using the normalízation condition on the velocity

through the gap (1.3.9) we find that o=- åt so that

0
m (6)_--.---;_
x- t,

r/r1og s/a

Log 2

dE (r.6.4)
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Thus s/a = 0.5, which is in agreement with the results of

inviscid theory that are applicable for the limit ß + -
(see Tuck (1975 ) ) .

When ß is small r we find that

2
4u 3 ucl Ioq I x-E I

uc){,+1
IT

P (x,l,) : +
n (x-6) 2 il

(1.6.s)

It is necessary to take all these terms for the limiting

behaviour of the kernel because of the separate influences

of the real and imaginary parts of the kernel function-

An accurate solution (as S -+ 0) for the imaginary part of

Iog s/a may be obtained by merely considering the double-pole

part of the expansion. The real part of log s/a, however,

is not obtained so easily. This, of course, is by far the

most important quantity, since it determines the magnitude

of the effective gap size, whereas the imaginary part merely

determines the phase.

In non-dimensional form, (1.3.10) then becomes

'(roø $ * y å)

I,
-t

I
m (E) .7s los I x-[ |

This may be rewritten as

.4161

+
(x-E)

d6=

dE=F

1a
c[a 2

1- s I-är"nå*16lroscx,a- (1.6.6)

(r.6.7)m(6)

where k - 0. 75cla and

I
TT

F
'loglx-El

F (l_.6.8)

For the present we let F=-1 and rev¡rite (1.6.7) aS a linear
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kty
_2dy
-2dX

I

A k sinh kx

1 *Acosh kx
k2

(r.6.e)

(1.6.12)

(1. 6. 13)

On

with m(6)1oslx-El¿g (1.6.10)

on interchanging the order of integration and differentiation.

Equation (I.6.9) implies

v + A cosh kx ( 1. 6. 11)
k2

where A is some constant. We thus have, using (1.6.10)

IY=n

I

f
il

m(6) Iosl x-q I a¿

m(6),¡6
x-6

may be recognised as

a standard inversion

Hilbert transform.

we have

Differentiating this expression with respect to x gives

t rt
rï

-t

which

using

a finite

formula,

m (x) /T-:y-- dE sinh kE (1.6.14)
( E-x) /T=V

Here terms singular at x = t I have been omitted since at

Iow frequency \^/e require that the no-s1ip condition at the

edge of the gap (1.2.10) should be satisfied. Unfortunately,

the integral in (1.6.14) cannot be easily computed. To obtain

a solution for low freguency u/e therefore return to equation

(I.6.I2). We assume vüe may write

m(x) = m,(x) k-2 +mr(x) +m.,(x)k2 **o(x)k4 + (1.6.15)

oofI
TT

-2
++ k42

4-1

a ka+and A k + a a (r.6.16)
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The function cosh kx may be written as

-2 2 _4 4 -6 6

coshkx=t+kT +k=T +K=T +2'- 4i 6:
(1.6.17)

Inserting (1.6.15) (I.6.17) in (1.6.12) sives

+ k2lm, + kalmo +

+ ar/k' + (a + u *' /2'.12l

+ ^r*' / 4'.)+ ¡2 (ar + ur*" ¡2'.

I/k2 Lm, + L*,

= I/k'

4+k +

+

+ u.*u /6,.\a
4

ur*" ¡2! + 
^"*o ¡4'.

where the operator L is defined bY

"*: * I m(E) ros lx-ElaE
-l

Grouping together terms of like order in k we wrj-te

L*, = (ar f) (I.6.20)

L*, = (az + ur*"/2'.) (I.6.21)

L*, = (a¡ + ur*' /2'. + ur*o ¡4'.¡ (L.6.22)

and so on.

Vùe may now solve these equations in a recursive fashion.

Differentiating (I.6.20) gives

(1. 6. r8)

(1.6.19)

(1.6.23)

(r .6 .24)

I
1I

dE=o

which has the solution

m (x) c
/T- - x"

Since ñr,ß2 etc. must all satisfy the edge condition (L.2.I0) 
'

C must be zero and hence m, (x) must be zero everln^rhere.

a = 1.
I

(This may easily be verified. ) Using thisThus

value for a \^re may now solve equation (f.6.21) in the same
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way. V'le have

+f'
-l

dE=x (L. 6 .25)

so that m, (x) 'f* (r. 6 .26)

Substituting (L.6.26) back into (1.6.2I) gives

Lm
2

lR tog lx-EIag (r. 6 .27 \

= 0.5x2 0.25 0.5 rog 2 (r.6.28)

so that u, = -o.25 0.5 log 2 (r.6.2e)

Proceeding in this manner ure find

m. (x) = l/3t 2x xt (I/6 + 0. s Log 2) l-x" (r.6.30)

and

â, = -I/24 Log 2 + (L/6 + 0.5 los 2\ (L/4 + 0.5 log 2) (1.6.3I)

Collecting the above results r^le may write

m(x) = E- x, + (L/3'. x'6-4r - Q/6 + 0.5 log ZlrE- x'I

' k2 + o(k4)

= f (x) (I.6.32)

Thus the solution to the original equation (1-6.7) is

m(x) = Ff (x) (1.6.33)

The normalization condition for the velocity through the gap

now allows us to determine the effective gap size s/a. lr]e

have

F f ( ã) dE = -0.25 (r.6.34)

which implies

1
1T

Ios s/a = [0.25 los iß + A/ig 1.058 - I.5 log 2l (1'6'35)
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simple result, and as will be

good results forit gÍves very

L.7 Numerical Analysis

We have to solve t,e integral equations (1-3-15) and

(f .5.12). rn both cases \^/e assume the unknown source

strength m(E) is proportional to the velocity across the gap

and is a slowly-varying function of E, except at the edge of

the gap ã=I. We theref,ore divide the gap 0 < E < I into a

set of N segments Ej < 6 . 6.¡ *r, on each of which we

approximate m(E) = constant = *j. Thus (1-3.15) becomes

Ii.lquation (I. 6.35 ) is a very

shown later (in section I. B)

values of $ up to about 4

m
J

P(x,6)dE

^A..rJ

N

I
Ë

g

+

We satisfy (I.7.1) at a set of N points x= x. , so that
I

N

I 4.. m.
IJ J

I (L.7 .2\

where P (x. ,6) a6
I

(r.7.3)

i - r12,.. .,N

I 0<x<I (1.7.1)

(r.7.4)

: [Ë r * ,

J

t¡

Q (x. -q)
I

Q (xi +6) I
J

Ë¡+r

Ë¡

The problem is

methods of the

where

therefore solved, upon solution by standard

matrix-vector equation

(r.7.s)

A [o,, ] (1.7.6)

(r.7.7)

Ar=l

T [*, ]

and all elements of the vector I are of unit value. We
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choose as collocation Points

7 = sln r/ i-r\z\N/
r/ i--'z\
z\N/

(1.7.8)

(1.7.e)

(r.7.11)

l I12 r. .. ,N+1

and

where

x = san

P, (r, , q) dq

rr...rNI_

This non-uniform spacing accommodates the expected Sguare-

root singularity in the normal velocity as [ + 1, since the

interval size tends to zero correspondingly-

The above procedure rnust be modified slightly in the case

of the three-dimensional problem. Since it does not appear

to be possible to deterrnine the indefinite integral of the

kernel function we may write down an expression like (1.7.3)

but cannot continue through to one like (1.7.4). vte have,

with r. m. taken as the unknown, (see end of this chapter),
JJ

m.
J

-1 1r...rN (1.7.10)B
N

I
j =t

r.
J

]-

(lj t- I

B.
I

r
qj

and the points gi, j=1,--.,N+I , ti,i=1,-.-N are given by

formulae Iike (1.7.8) and (L-7-9) respectively. Evaluation

of B. . by numerical integration techniques is possible but
IJ

is also inaccurate and time-consuming due to the singularity

as q -) r. . This difficulty may be overcome by a process of

"subtracting out the singularity" from the integral. Using

(1.5.26)

j+t 4

iß (r, -q) 
tBr P,(r. ,q) +5 roglr, -Cl

tl j

q j + I

F

4(q-ri )logl t -ql 5q

+

cf-r
qj

dq

(r.7 .l-2)
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The integral- in (L.7.L2) j-s now well-behaved as g * ri and

nray be evaluated by standard numerical integration techniques
(e.g. simpson's rure). Again it should be noted that we have

used the Hadamard interpretation of the double pore in
integrating straight through the singularitlz (see Appendices).

rn fact, there is every chance that if we did not remove the

singularity in this wây, we would not be interpreting the

double-pore singularity in the correct manner and so would

not be able to obtain meaníngful results at all.

I. B Results

The preceding numerical procedures for both the two and

three-dimensionar probrems were coded in Fortran on the

Aderaide university cDc 6400 computer. The programme was

run with various different numbers of mesh points and it was

found that a 2O-point mesh gave satisfactory accuracy for the

two-dimensional problem. The circular hole numerical

procedure vras not so quickly convergent due to the fact that
a large amount of numerical integration was entailed. Despite

this fact, qood resurts were obtained for this probrem with a

40-point mesh. Vùe consider the two-dimensional results
first.

In Figure 3 the effective gap size s/a is compared

with earfier resurts obtained in a quite different manner by

Tuck (1975). Tuck states that his results are somewhat

suspect for Ìow-Reyno1ds number (ß < I). As can be seen,

however, reasonable agreement is shown between the two sets

of results. It is not shown on the figure, but both the real

and imaginary parts of s/a oscillate in sign more and more

quickly as $ -+ 0. This is due to the fact that Im log s/a

becomes very large as $ + 0. Because of this it may appear
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that accurate results are difficult to obtain as B + 0. The

present method is not, however, affected by this as its output

is actually Iog s/a, the real and irnaginary parts of which

are monotonic functions. Resul-ts for these two quantities

are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

In Figure 4 we compare [rm log s/a] I with the asymp-

totic approximation (4g + t¡/B\- t ("." equation (I.6.35) ).

Excellent agreement is shown up to values of p = 4 and,

indeed, even at larger values of ß the asymptotic results

show the correct trend.

Similar good agreement between the asymptotic and numer-

ical results is shown in Figure 5 where &e 1og s/a is

di splayed.

Finalty, in Figure 6 we display the magnitude of the

effective gap size for both the two-dimensional slit and the

circular hole. In each case the magnitude approaches the

correct inviscid limits as ß + -, namely s/a = 2/r for

the hole and s/a : 0.5 for the slit. It should be noted,

however, that in the case of a circular hole the inviscid

Iimit is reached at a much lower value of ß than for the

slit. This indicates that local viscosity effects in the

vicinity of the gap are more important in the two-dimensional

problem.

As $ + 0 the approach to zeto of the magnitude of s/a

is much faster for the three-dimensional problem than it is

for the two-dimensional one. It is not immediately obvious

why this should be so. Since no asymptotic results are

available for the circular hole, it is not possible to

confirm the accuracy of the numerical method for small

Reynolds number.
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Fortunately, there are some anarytic resurts available
for axisymmetric flow ;it very smalr Reynords number, due to
de Mestre and Guiney (197I). In this limit as g + 0 the

notion of effective size has no real meaning (to all intents
and purposes ls/al = 0. ) rt is possible to compare the two

methods, however, by considering the source strength across

the gap. This, it may be recalled, is half the normal

velocity through the gap. The normalized verocity at the gap

is given by de Mestre and Guiney as

m(r) = -3Æ=f (I.'.f)

where we have suppressed a sinusoidal time dependence.

In Figure 7 we compare rm(r) as given by the numerical

method, with the result (I.8.1) for ß = 0.1. As can be seen,

agreement is excellent right across the gap. This dispels any

doubts that might remain as to the correctness at low-Reynold.s

number of the numerical method in the axisymmetric flow

problems.

It is important to note, though, that the error in the

numerical method is greatest near r=0. In fact, if we use

the velocity m(r) as our basic unknown and then solve as

before, it is found that near r=0, the numerical solution is
apparently wrong. This is caused by clumsy formuration of the

problem. If we substitute the boundary condition (1.4.16) in
the equation for the stream function (I.5.1), we can show that

qm(ø) ô (q-r) dq = -rv(r) (1.8.2)

where ô (q-r) is a delta function. This implies that
m(r) = -v(r)/2 for r ¡ 0, as required. It also implies,

however, that m(r) = 0 for r ( 0. Thus the numerical

method has to model a step function at r=0, if we use the

2l^

o
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source strength as our basic unknown. It does this reasonably

successfully, but it seems better to use rm(r) as our

unknown and thus avoid this difficulty. There is still a

small problem, however, in that the first derívative of

rm(r) is not continuous. This probably explains why the

Iargest error occurs near r=0.

The last graph, Figure B shows the real and imaginary

parts of the effective size for the circular gap. In contrast

to the two-dimensional problem, there is no oscillation in the

sign of these two quantities as S + 0. At low-Reynolds

number (<I) it may be noticed that the imaginary part of s/a

dominates, indicating that there are almost no inertial

effects for this range of ß. This explains the good agree-

ment demonstrated above with de Mestre and Guiney (1971) ' who

ignore inertial effects completely in the near vicinity of the

gap.
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CHAPTER 2

L]NSTEADY VTSCOUS FLOW THROUGH A SCREEN

2.I Introduction

This chapter is essentially an extension of the work

presented in Chapter L, where viscous flow through a single

two-dimensional slit was described. Here we consider the

situation where we have a regular array of slits of width

2a with centre separation 2b. We use a similar method of

solution to that described i-n Chapter I.

The problem described here has direct application in

the determination of the acoustic impedance of a thin perme-

able barrier. This impedance is a measure of the relation-

ship between the pressure difference across the screen and

the air velocity through the barrier. Thus, in a time-

sinusoidal flow of radian frequency Õ, we have

Ap = f .V (2.I.1)

where the pressure jump is C?e(Apeiot ), the normal velocity

is (ìe(Vei "t ) and f is the acoustic impedance. To

determine thj-s impedance we need to know both the viscous

dissipation, which determines the resistive part, and the

inertia of the oscillating columns of air in the pores,

which determines the reactive part. Usually these quantities

are obtained experimentally, but here lve may evaluate f

theoreticatly using the ideas of Chapter I.

We may still assume that viscous effects are important

only in the near vicinity of the wall and that the velocity

amplitude of the acoustic fluctuations is small enough so

that linearization of the Navier-Stokes equations is

permissible. To neglect compressibility near the pores hle

I
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need the additional assumption that the acoustic wavelength

should be much larger than the pore dimensions. This is true
in most practical applications. Since this formulation only

determines an inner solution, i.e. one that is valid near the

waII, one would need to match with an outer solution, where

compressibility was included, to solve the complete acoustic

problem. This wiII not, however, be considered here.

Although we are primarily interested in the acoustic problem,

the results presented here allow the determination of real

fluid effects in problems such as channel flow through a

screen or water-\^Iave flow through a porous barrier.
As in Chapter I, the only non-dimensional parameter in

the local flow is the non-dimensional frequency ß, defined

in (I.1.1). The linearization of the Navier-Stokes equations

implies that the true Reynolds number Va/v is small, so

that the velocity scale V is not dynamically significant.

This was also the case for flow through a single slit. In

Chapter L, the obstruction to the flow was measured in terms

of the "effective gap sizel'. Here it is more suitable to use

a non-dimensional blockage coefficient C. In the case where

viscosity is unimportant, even in the neighbourhood of the

pores (i.e. ß * -), this may be related to the impedance f

by

r - -2iopaC (2.L.2)

In this limit, f is a purely imaginary quantity, while C

is real and depends solely on the ratio of pore width to pore

separation which we write as

y = a/b (2.I.3)

As y decreases from unity (i.e. no wall) to zero (i.e. no
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pores) the blockage coefficient C increases monotonically

from zero to plus infinity.

In the more general problem considered here, f and C

are now complex-valued and both depend on the additional

parameter ß. We present our output in terms of this

non-dimensional complex-valued blockage coefficient.

If we introduce suitable planes of symmetryr wê can

confine attention to a flow cell as indicated in Figure 9.

The bottom boundary of the cell y=0, 0 < x < b of the cell

is divided into two portions. The section 0 < x < a

represents half a slit while the remainder a < x < b

represents half a solid barrier. The side boundary x=0 is a

plane of symmetry through the centre of a slit and that at

x=b is through the centre of a barrier. By superimposing

image replicates of this ceII we obtain the infinite array of

slits as above.

Simple generalizations of this formulation are possible.

WaII thickness can be readily included (admittedly with

computational diffictilty) while the problem where the slits

are of varying width can be treated in a similar fashion.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation

Much of the following has appeared in Macaskill and Tuck

(L977 ) , but is reproduced here for completeness. To a large

extent the method follows that for flow through a single slit

(see Section L.2) .

Again, the Navier-Stokes equations take the form (1.2.1)

with the stream function Ü satisfying (I.2.2). The pressure

p is harmonic throughout the flow field and hence must satis-

Îy the Cauchy-Riemann equations (f.2.3). Vorticity 0r is

generated at the wall y=0 and, as is the case with a single
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s1it, decays exponentially as lyl -> oo. Thus we have the far-
fierd boundary condition (r.2.6') , relating the fluid velocity
to the pressure in the outer region.

Since $/e no\^/ have f ow through many gaps, the re-
statement of the far-fie d condition (L.2.7) is no longer

suitable. We suppose that the far-fieId velocity potential
corresponds to a uniform oscillatory flow ,, * V, r so that

I- ftã p(x,y) + V) + constant, lyl * - Q.z.L\

This irrotational flow at a great distance (relative to
the pore size) from the waI1 is the outer approximation to

the inner flow through the pores. This must match with the

inner approximation to the flow field being considered. V

can thus be seen to be a velocity amplitude normal to the

wall. The constant in (2.2.L\ may be found by considering

the pressure jump across the wal1, in the same way that the

effective gap size s \^/as found in Chapter 1. Indeed, w€

may write in place of (L.2.9)

p (x,y) iopVy t-+ I.
2^P' \r->+æ

f- (2 .2 .2) ,

(2 .2 .3) ,

Cas

those

must

or, using (2.1.1) and (2.L.2)

I

-D
aop

(x,y) + V(ytaC), y + 4 æ

where we stil-I have to find the blockage coefficient
part of our solution.

The remaining boundary conditions are similar to

for the single slit (equations (I.2.I0) - (I.2.12) ) . Vle

have

rl;*(x,0) = ür(x,0) = 0 a < x < b Q.2.4)

the no-slip condition on the solid part of the boundary. The
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pressure continuity condition (I.2.L2) and the condition of

normal streaming velocity through the gap (1.2.1I) remain

unchanged. Due to the change in the geometry of the problem'

however¡ wê must no\^t specify extra conditions on the side

boundaríes x=0rb. These boundaries are stream Surfacesr so

that

Ü"(o,v)= Vr(b,v) =o,Y>o (2'2'5)

The flow and hence the vorticity must be anti-symmetric

about these surfaces, so that our final boundary condition is

r¡(Q,y) = r¡(b,y) = 0 (2.2-6)

2.3 Derivation of the Integral Equation

We wri-te

rþ (x, Y) m(6) G(x,y,6)dE (2.3.1)

where aS in the single slit problem G is a Green's function

satisfying (1.3.2) and m(E) is a source strength to be

determined. We can again use the function given in (1.3.3)

as c. This satisfies the no-slip condition (2.2.4) but

modifications must be made so that the additional side-

boundary conditions (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) are satisfied' Thus

\^7e take

G(x,y,6) = i [co(x - E + 2bk,Y) + Go(x * ã + 2bk,v)]
k= -oo

(2 .3 .2)

where G is defined in (1.3-3). This series can be shown
0

to be convergent. For details, reference should be made to

the appendix in Macaskill and Tuck (L977).

The pressure field Po corresponding to U = Go is

given in (1.3.4). The pressure field p = P which corresponds

=f"
o



to the modified Greenrs function G is
æ

p(x,y,E) = | teo{x- 6 +2bk,y) +Po(x+ E+2bk,y¡+Þu1
k= -oo

(2.3.3)

where Þk is a constant included to cancel the leading

divergent term of (2.3.3) as k + + -, namely

45

log 2Uo

y + 0(e

kl0

(1. 3.4) .

We take

(2.3.4)

(2 .3. s)

(2 .3.6)

(2.3.e)

P

LÞk=-*uo'ros2blkl

is the function defined in

may be chosen arbitrarily.
and P

o

If Þ satisfies
0

limiting form

P (x, y, 6) .>
b

(2. 3.5) then P (x, y ,E) has the simple

2vo' -¡y I b

o

bå+Þ -4uo'OIT

), y + -

(For details, again see the appendix in Macaskill and Tuck

(re77 ) ) .

lVe can noÌ¡/ write down an expression like (I.3.7) for the

pressure through the flow field,

p (xrY) P(x,y,E)dE * åon
(2.3.7)m(E)

where the arbitrary constant AP is

TOn = iopaCV = Ucr2aCV (2.3.8)

which satisfies (2.2.2) by virtue of the limiting behaviour

of P given in (2.3.6) . In factr \¡/€ may write

=r
o

P (x' y) +

corresponding to equation (I.3.8). Finallyr orl comparing

(2.2.2) and (2.3.9) , we may determine the normalization

+ I" m(E)d6 v + å¡p
o
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condition on the source strength m,

m(E)dg = bV (2.3.10)

As in Section I.3 we may now obtain our final integral

equation by setting p(x,O) = 0 across the gapr so that

m(6) P(x,o,g)dg = u,r'cv 0<x<a (2.3.11)

Using a simi-Iar non-dimensionalization to that described

in Chapter I, with

m(6) = cVm*(E*) Q.3.I2)

equation (2. 3. II) becomes

ltI m(6) P(x,6)aE = I (2.3.13)
j

Using (2.3.10), we can express the blockage coefficient c

directly in terms of the unknown source strength m(E), i.e.

m(E) dE = bV (2.3.14)

2l^

0

il

o

ll
2cvaJ

0

or m(E)dEl-' (2.3.1s)
¡l

n'J
o

Thus, once (2.3.13) is solved, the blockage coefficient

is immediately available.

Once again we need Q(x,E), the indefinite integral of

P (see (I.3.18)). Now, however, the kernel function is more

complicated, since it. satisfies the additional boundary

conditions (2.2.5) and (2.2.6). Therefore in determining

Q(x,E) we must first perform the summation in (2.3.3).

We write

1- TÏ

2tQ'(x) #s[Éu *?tog2 s l_n X
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+ zu/t 
I

t
2

log sin dt

t
2

i

cot t
2

dr

(2.3.16)

(2.3.l-7)

l_s

(2.3.r8)

(2.3.19)

2
1ï

k= -co

The Iast term in the above equation follows directly from

(I.3.2L). In the appendix to Macaskitl and Tuck it is shown

that the leading terms give the contribution shown in (2.3.16)

so long as the arbit ary constant" Þu are chosen as in
(2.3.4) and (2.3.5) . Q' (x) is an even function of the

argument x and depends implicitly on the two parameters y

and ß. At this staqe r,re may determine the (odd) function O

AS

Q (x) - t/. 2

Yx(iß) (2 /r y) f (ryx) (y / iB) cot (ryx/2)

æ

*2
T

(iß) I g(ß%(x + 2k/v\)-V¿

k= -æ

f and

given l-n

g are odd functions defined for 0 > 0. g(0)

(I.3.23) while f is defined by

f(0) f0
I

J

o

f ( 0 ) is Clausen' s i-ntegral (Abramowitz and Stegun (L964 ) ,

p.1005) . It may be evaluated numerically by direct trapezoi-

dal integration after a preliminary integration by parts.

This means that for numerical- purposes we write

f(e) =e ololossin|+lzJ
o

where the integral is non-singular at 0 - 0.

We find that the kernel of the equation (2.3.13) has a

double-po1e singularity Iike that for the singÌe-gap kernel

(see (I.3.24)) . Once again \^te may use the Hadamard interpre-

tation to overcome this difficulty. The numerical method is
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same as that described in Section I.7, the only

being that we use the kernel function (2.3.3)

the single-gap kernel when evaluating the matrix

A, , in equation (1.7.3) .

2.4 Asymptotic Resul-ts

No general analytic results for the cases ß * 0 or

ß - - were obtained, in contrast to the single-gap problem.

This was fundamentally due to the more complicated nature of

the kernel in the many gap problem. It is possible, however,

to compare the results obtained here with those obtained

using the single-gap formulation when y is smaIl, i.e. when

the gap width is small compared to the gap separation. In

fact, for small y j-t is possi-bIe to obtain an exact result
for the limit ß - -.

When Y + 0, the kernel P (x,6) becomes

P (x,6) e, (x,6) + l, (x,-E) (2 - 4.r)

where

e, (xr E) los I g-" 
I

+ I
1

iß ( E-x)
(2.4.2)

2 ) ^. 
(/Ts E-x )

2_y

/îø
d_+'loorY+
1T

)
d

a6

1.._
l- lJ

In f act e, (x,6 )

for the integral

single gap (see

(I. 3.15) as

+ l, (x,-E) may be recognised as the kernel

equation describing viscous flow through a

eqn. (I.3.15) ). For conveníence, \^rê rewrite

m (E) (P (x, 6) + P, (x, -g) ) dq 1 (2.4.3)

so that we may differentiate between the two different

unknowns, m(E) for the many gap problem and m, (6) for the

single gap. Using Q.4.I) and (2.4.3) we may rewrite the

I
0
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integral equation (2.3. 13) as

m(6) (P

when y is smalI.

on the two unknowns

respectively, to give

m(6)dE = 2 log (s/ a)

(2.4.4)

Now we can use the normalization conditions

m, (6) and m(6), (I.3.17) and (2.3.15)

m(E) (Æ . 2 ros "r)ue = I

m, (6) dE (2.4.5)

and

to reduce

(x,E) + Pr (x,-E)) UE. + I
0

I

o
YCT

o

so that equation (2.4.4) implies, orr using (1.3.15)

(2.4.5) to simplify the first integral, and (2.3J5)

the second integral

_2Iog(s/a)- t (u- YcrT tyc \/fB +2logry =1 (2.4.6)

or log s/a = (2.4.7)

This result a1l-ows a comparison between the numerical results

obtained for the many gap problem and the single gap results

presented in Chapter 1.

In the limit as ß * -, that is, as \¡/e approach inviscid

f 1ow t s/ a -> \ (see Tuck (1975 ) ) and we have, f rom (2.4.7)

c- -?rc, l+) Q.4.8)lTY ' \¿ /

which is in agreement with an exact result of Sedov (1965) for

inviscid channel flow through a small (centred) qap.

2 -5 Results

The preceding numerical procedure \^ras coded in Fortran on

the Adelaide University CDC 6400 computer. The program v\¡as run

with various dífferent numbers of mesh poínts and it was found

(ry * ffi* ros "Y)
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that a 40-point mesh gave satisfactory accuracy.

The blockage coefficient C \^Ias obtained for various

values of the parameters ß,y. In Figure 10, the magnitude

of C, suitably scal-ed, is plotted against ,/ß, for values

of y ranging from 0.1 to 0.8. As might be expected, for

fixed B, the blockage coefficient increases as Y decreases.

That is, there is greater impedance when Y is small, since

the flow is restricted as Y decreases. Indeed in the limit

y + 0 we would expect no flow at all, and thus the blockage

coefficient would be infinite. The results are consistent

with this. At the other end of the scale as Y + I, the

blockage coefficient should approach zero. This corresponds

to a completely unrestricted flow. Again, the computed

results tend to confirm this.

For f ixed \, r'¡/e should expect the blockage coef f icient

to decrease as the non-dimensional Reynolds number ß

increases, due to the fact that increase in ß corresponds

to a decrease in viscosity. Lower viscosity ímplies less

impedance to flow through the slits and in Figure 10 hte can

see the obstruction to the flow decreasing as $ increases.

For both large and sma]I ß, the present results can be

compared with work Cone elsewhere. Very large Reynolds

number ß corresponds to inviscid flow. In Figure II

compare the result (2.4.8) for inviscid flow in a channel,

with the present work. The magnitude of the blockage

coefficient is plotted against Y for various values of ß.

It can be seen that for values of S greater than about one

hundred, there is excellent agreement between the viscous and

inviscid results over the whole range of Y. This means that

inviscid theory may be safely appJ-ied to flow situations
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\^rhere the Reynolds number is of the order of one hundred or

more. For very smal1 B, which corresponds to very viscous

Stokes flow, there are no general results for arrays of slits.

For small \, the flow situation can be compared with

the problem for a single s1it, using the asymptotic result
(2.4.7)

yc + - (2/r) log (rys/a) y (iß) -à (2. s. r)

In Figure 10, the magnitude of the right-hand side of (2.5.1)

is compared wj-th lycl, using the results of Chapter 1 for

s(ß). These results are shown dotted. For y = 0.1 and

y - O.2 the small-y approximation is indj-stinguishable from

the exact computations, and the accuracy remains within about

10å up to y - 0.4, which is somewhat surprising, as this

represents quite large holes. Even at y = 0.8 the agreement

appears good for the magnitude except for small ß, but there

is a much larger error in the phase.
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CIIAPTER. 3

REFLECTION OF WATER IiVAVES BY A SUBMERGED SHELF

3. I Introduction

In this chapter v.re present a method for deterrnining the

amount of reflection that takes place when a plane progress-

ive water $/ave moves from one region of constant depth to

another region of the sane or different constant depth'

separated by an interrnediate region of given bottorn topo-

graphy. As in nost previous work only the two-dimensional

problem is considered, although extension to three-dirnen-

si-ons is possible.

It is assuned that wave amplitudes are smaLl so that

the problern may be linearized. The fluid is further assumed

non-viscous and the flow irrotational, so that LapJ-ace's

equation holds throughout the fluid.

The simpler problem of reflection by a vertical step

!ùas considered by several authors, including HilaIy (1967),

and Bartholorileusz (f958) . Ho\^rever, few results have been

obtained for the more general problern outlined above.

Ilvans (L972) , using a Greenrs theorem approach' \^7as

able to reduce the problem to that of solving one singular

integr:al equation. However, the kernel required in this

formulation is extremely complicated and Evans gave no

results. For general bottorn topography this method appears

Iimited in practical application. Fitzgerald (1976) has

recently solved the problem numerically for certain types of

bottom by an inverse metirod. The results he presents are

rather restricted, however, and only those types of bottom

wþich can be mapped uniformly by a specific analytic function

to a bottom of fixed depth are considered.
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Yeung (I975) by contrast, developed an integral

equation which uses a distribution of simple sources. The

drawback of this method, however, is that equations of large

order must be inverted to obtain accurate results.

There is also some analytic work by Roseau (L976), but

these results are only valid for a particular shelf profile.

IIere we steer a mid-course between the two extremes

advocated by Yeung and Evans. By using the finite depth

Green's function (V'lehausen & Laitone, 1960) , the number of

points at which the potential function and its derivatives

must be evaluated is much less than in Yeungr s method, yet

tire kernel functions for the integral equation do not become

cornputationally unmanageable aS in the method proposed by

Evans.

3.2 trlathematical Formulation

Cartesian coordinates x and

(-L,0) of varying dePth is given bY

y are userl. The region

y = -h (x) where h (x)

\,\re assune constant depth

y = -hr, where for

important parameter

is known (see Fig.L2).

Y=-h,,andforx<

definiteness v/e assume

here ís ct, given bY

We assume that t-he

the velocity potential

Þ (x,y, t) =

Forx>0

-L we have

=' h An

h/h1' 2

h
2

fluíd n".otion may be described by

0 (x, y, t) such that

dìe[0(x,y)"-'ot ] (3.2.1)

where o is the wave frequency. The function Q satisfies

Laplacer s equation

v'o = o (3-2-2)

If we assune that all disturbances of the free surface

are of small amplì-tude then the linearized free-su::face
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condition applies. This is given by

-?-E - vQ = o, y
dy

wlrere v = ú2 /g and g is the

l9e also have the conditíon that

fluid velocity on the bottom, so

0fory

U

acceleration

there should

that

-æ(x(-f,
-L(x(0
0<x<æ

(3.2.3)

due to gravity.

be no nornnal

(3.2.4)

a plane

to have

asx-+-æ
(3.2.s)

as x _> æ (3.2.6)

.(Þ
lln = -hr,

= -h(x),
: -hr,

v
v

VrIe consider the reflection and transmission of

progressr-ve wave,

unit arnplitude.

0 (x,y) * (.' *'*

and

which fot convenience is assumed

This implies

+ p"-' *'* ) cosh K, (Y+h, )

cosh K h22

0 (x,y)
cosh K h

where p and r are the

transmission coefficients,

complex-valued reflection and

to be determíned. K and Kt2 are

tire characteristic h/ave numbers for waves of frequency o

in water depths h, ,h, respectively, given by K, tanh K., h,

=Vrj=Lr2-

3.3 Formulation of the Integral Equation

Ideally, one might v¿ish to formulate the problem in

terms of a single integral equation invol,ving only the

velocity potential on y = -h (x) , as was done by Evans

(1972). As has been mentioned before, ho'¡/ever, this leads

to an integral equation with an extremely complicated ke::nel,

since the Green's function required rnust satisfy two separate

radiation conditions for x + t -, involving two different
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h/ave numbers, as well as Laprace's equation (3-2.2) anc the

boundary conditions (3.2.3) and (3.2.4). The use of this
kernel can be avoided, ât the expense of producing more

complicated integral equations, if the fluid region is

considered to be artificiarly divided into two parts by the

arc -hr ( y ( 0, x = 0. lVe find then that the problem may

be formulated in terms of the two finite-depth Green's

functions, appropriate for a source in constant water-depths

h. and h- respectively.t2

We def ine the Green' s f unction G (x, y; E ,n t h) which is
a unit outgoing \^rave source at the point (6ry) in water of
depth h. This function then satisfies

v2G 6 (x-E,y-n) (3.3.1)

and the boundary condition

AG
ðy

âG

vG 0, y 0 (3.3.2)

(3.3.3)

(3.3.4)

(3.3.s)

and 0 v -h.ây

F'inaIIy the function obeys the radiation condition,

G(x,y;¡l,n;h) -+ -irn(n)cosh K(y+h)"i x l* -t I

AS where

n(n) =
cosh K +h

K n cosh I(h

x + 1 ær

+s
(see l{ehausen and Laitone (1960) p.483)

By the use of Green' s second identity \^/e may now set up

the problern as a set of coupled integral equatíons. In the

region { > 0 we apply the identity on the closed circuit

C, (see Fig. 12) to obtaj-n

=f
C

ô(6,n) d¡ (x,y)
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where (E,n) is a fixed point in the region 6 > 0 and

ð/ðn indicates the normal derivative with respect to the

(x,y) coordinates of integration. Now the boundary

conditions (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), togetherwith (3.3.2) and.

(3.3.3), ensure that there is no contribution to the integral

either fronn points on the free surface or on the bottom

v -h

Since both G and 0

x -' ñ, there is similarly

from the arc -hr < y < 0,

thcrefore reduces to

ö(i,n) G(o* ryiE,nrhr) #,0.,o,

where iV is the arc 0 ) y ) -h.t,

Green's identity

ãG,
fr(",Yil,n;hr)

For Ë < 0,

(0_,y) c(0_,y,6,tihz)

behave like outgoing waves as

no contribution to the integral

x = æ. Equation (3.3.6)

=T
w

ö(o*,y) #,0. ,yìE,¡;h, )dy

(3.3.7)

x = 0.

gives us (see Fig. 12)

#,*,o, G(x, yìE,n;h, )dl.$ ( 6, n)

where the

given by

= f *t*'o'
c2

(3.3.8)

In this case we again get no contribution from the free

surface or the flat part of the bottom - æ < x <-L- There is,

however, a contribution from the arc -h2 < y 4 0, x = -æ

since the Green's function represents a purely outgoing wave,

whereas the potential function $ has an incident part and a

reflected part. We find

AG (x,y;6, n ; h )d¿0(6,n) ó (6,n) ãn 2o
+ l|,þ(*,v)

)
B

AG0(o_,y) ãx

the varying-depth

-L < x < 0. 0o

(0_ ,y; E,n¡hr) ciy

arc B is

y = -h(x),

(3.3.9)

portion of the bottom,

is the contribution
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to the integral from the part of the contour -l:'2 < y 4 0,

x = -æ, and is given by

cosh K ( n+h i K2 Ë(6,n) 2 (3. 3. 10 )cosh e
0

The integral relations (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) are formul.-

ated in terms of the potential at any point in the fluid and

the boundary values of the potential function and its normal

derivative on the arcs B and l{. To obtain integral

equations that can be solved (numerically or otherwise) , \^te

need to adjust the equations so that only the boundary values

of the potential and its norm.al derivative appear-

In equation (3.3.9) we allow the point (6,n) to

approach the arc B. Since âG/ðn behaves l-ike a delta

function as ([,n) -] (x,Y) we obtain

],i'tE,n)
(l,n) ô(x,y) âG,

fr(",yìE,nth2)d.Q,

)
(Þ Kh

2 2

$
4)

{

I+ï
B

+T
w

I

4, o

aö
ãx

(0_,y) c(0_,yì e,¡;h, )dy 0 (0 ,y) #,0 -,YìE,n;hr)dY

(3.3.1r)

integral indicates athe first

I

for (tl, n ) € B. The bar on

Cauchy principal value.

If (t,,n) approaches a

equation ( 3. 3. 9 ) we find

point on W from the left in

+l
ll

ç (x,v) #,",Yio-,¡;h, ) d.Q.

_?e
âx

(0_,y) G(0_,y,0_ ,t;h, ) dy (3.3.12)

to equation ( 3. 3. 7 ) and allow ( 6, n) to

so that

2 ç[,(0 ,rl)

FinaIIy we return

approach (0* , n)

Q(0*,n) :

I

2 I

1X

#,0.,o, G(o*,y;o*,¡;h,)dY (3.3-13)
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Equations (3.3.11), (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) represent a set of

coupled integral equations, involving only the boundary

values of the potential function or its normal derivative.

!ü, of course, is only an artificial boundary but that does

not affect the validity of the argument. One last step

remains before the set of integral equations can be solved.

Ide must use the contÍnuity of the potential function and its

[-wise derivative across E : 0. We rnay write

0(o,rl) = 0(o-,n) = Q(o*,n) (3.3.14)

and 0, (0,¡¡ = 0, (0-,¡¡ = 0, (0*,n) (3'3'15)

On using the above equations, the set of integral equations

(3.3.1I)-(3.3.13) then involves only the function Ô(E'n)

for (r,,n) € I¡J or B, and the normal velocity across

r, - 0, 0. (0,n) for (0,n) € VJ- These equations may now be

set up as a matrix equation upon stLitabl-e discretization and

solved by direct inversion. For moderate values of the para-

meter vh it is possible that some sort of iterative process

might also be successful, but the complicated nature of the

kernel makes this appear a very difflcult tasl<-

once we have solved the system of equations, wê are in a

position to find the complex-valued reflection and trans-

mission coefficients, Q end r respectively. For the

reflection coefficient, for example, we allow [ + -æ in

(3.3.9) and equate the right hand side of this equation with

the far-field behaviour of Ô as given by equation (3.2.5).

on using the asymptotic forrns for G and ðG/ðn we find

COSh K h 0

K ô (x, -h (x) ) (cosh K, (y+h, ) "' 
*'*

I
¡r¡

rìÌ

I

I
4

f
i

I
ãi

|r
1,

2 2
p 1

.L i K2 x

K, h, + \ sinh K, h,

+ sinh K, (y+h, ) ie )dx +
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i
,L.0

I
lii'
Jr
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i 0_ ( 0 , y) cosh K, (y+h, )dv
K

2
o

+ ö(o,y¡K + '4 sinh K h
2

-h I
cosh K, (V+h, ) dV

(3.3.16)

Note that all the integrals in (3.3.16) involve only the

boundary values 0, 0* which we assume known, once equations

(3.3.1I)-(3.3.13) have been solved. A similar expression may

easily be found for the transmission coefficient r.

3.4 Numerical Analysis

To solve the eguations (¡.3.11)-(3.3.13) numerically, !r/€

require some method of discretization. The assumption \^/e

make is that both þ and its derivative 0* are slowly-

varying on the arcs B and W. Therefore, the arc B is

divided into u segments (x, ,xr*,), j = I,... rN, such that

*j < x . *j *, . In each segm.ent the approximation ö(x,y) =

0j = constant is made. In the same way the arc W may be

divided into M segments (y, ,y., *, ) with ô (O,y¡ = ôj and

0. (0,y) = ó,.¡ for j : N+I,...,M+N. Note that generally we

take M = N but with certain problerns it is advantageous to

allow M to differ from N. For example, if the depth

change is very gradual so that the arc B is much longer

than the arc Vt, then it is necessary to make IrI > M to

ensure that our assumption of slowly varying potential

function 0 on B is consistent. Note that no assumptions

have been rnade here about the choice of meshpoints xj ,yj .

In a general senser âh equally spaced mesh is probably the

best choice if the ensuing prograrn i-s to deal with a variety

of problems. This was the procedure finally adopted in the

present work. It would be preferable, however, to choose

meshpoints that would take account of the singular behaviour

h
J 2a

iI
I
I
ür-ti
{

'I

I
t,

I

I
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at the corner (xry) : (O,-hr ) . (This was the rpethod

used in Chapter I where a Chebychev mesh was used to

counteract a square-root singularity.) This procedure would

almost certainly give improved convergence. It should be

noted that the most singular behaviour occurs in the problem

of a singJ-e step where the velocity near the corner behaves
_,|Iike Ar', with A some constant and r the distance frorn

the corner. Even in this problem, very satisfactory con-

vergence was achieved with a uniform distribution of rnesh

points. Thus the benefits of using an uneven mesh, especial-

Iy when the angle at the corner is close to r radians, hâY

not be all- that great.

The integral equations must be satisfied at the N+M

points
(x. + x. .)

l. : 
-:--;-::- 

i - I,...,N (3.4.1)

.t

IIi

ùÞ'

I

IÞ

i
r
't

I
\
I

l{

I

,l
I

t
I

t.
ti

il
I

N+ NI

I ,r5 c(0,y, Ei t-h(6i ) ;h, )dy
yj+t

-' * t 
#(x,-h(x) ; 6¡,-h(g¡ ) ;h, )dx

J

t'*t#(0,Y;6, 
,-h(8, ) ;h2 )dy

J

a N+l_r...rN+M (3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

l- lr... rN

n
t

(Y, * Y, *,)
2

Thus equations (3.3.11)-(3.3.13) may be rewritten as

r.Þ

0

N
f.
L

j =l
+0o (Er

2 ,-lr(C.))
I

j = N+ t
x

I
v

N

+ Ioþ 'i
j -l

2

0i

+

0

N+ I\]I o,
¡ = ¡* t '

xj+lâG

o
(0,1

ân
(x,-h(x);0,n.;hr)dx
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0*¡ r c(o,y;0,n. ;h, )dy (3.4.4)

l_ N+Ir...,N+M

r c(0,y;0,¡.;h,)dy (3.4.5)

i
Yj

N+ I\IIo

0

j+l

i

and

j=N+r

0
âz

j+l

xj =N+ I
vj

trle lrave used the notation ðG/ðn to represent -h'(x) ðG/ðx

àc/ ày .

Vùe finally rewrite the above equations in simpler form.

Iùe have

'Þi
N+M

ÓA,.J I J
I to

I N+1r... rN+M.

N+i
j=l

(tT

I ô.,
j=N+r -

) (3.4.6\

(3.4.7)

(3.4.8)

(3.4.e) ,

.B..
XJ I J

0.c...J I Joi j=t{+l

where ûn, = 0o (6¡ ,-h(E ) ) and i runs from 1 to N, with

0i N

I
N+M

D.
I2

8..
lJ

ó+'oi

and finally 0

4..rJ

8..rJ

#,",-h(x) ;E, ,-:n(6, );h, )dx

N+ I\I

ó F...XJ I Jj=N+l

In equations (3.4.7) and (3.4.8) i = N*I,...,N+M and

0u, = ôo (0,r, ) . The elements A, j ,...,F, . are all integrals
that may be evaluated ana1ytically. l,lethods for evaluating

them will be derived in the next section. Specifically, they

are given by

rx j + I

I

J
xj

lyj+t:l
)
Yj

c(0,yìEr,-6(6i ) ;h, ) dV (3.4.10) ,

1

1..
I

I

I
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IL.-lrJ J

Yj

f 
x j + I

þ.=ltt )
*j

AG
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(o,y;E,,-h(6, );hr)dv

(x,-h(x);0,î, ihr)dx

(3.4.11),

(3.4.L2\ ,

(3.4.16)

N and the

order of the

given by

ðx

âG
ân

r G(0,yi0,ni;h2)dy
j+t

(3.4.13),
vj

and F G(0,y;O, a. ;h, )dV (3.4.14)

I'laving obtained the discretized equations (3.4.6)-(3.4.8) we

are in a position to recast the problem in matrix form. We

have

ZQ (4.3.ls)

,L

f 
y j + I

2)

vj

0
-o

, Ir.¡ -A
\ r-t)

0

NIM

B-C
EO

rn,-F o

N

where Z

I* represents an identity matrj-x of order

coefficients outside the matrix indicate the

submatrices. The vectors 0 and 0 are

N{

M{

IÍ{

9 [0, r... r0r.¡r0*** t r...r0***rr0** | t. -.rô**",1t (3.4.17)

and 0 [00, r"'rôor,¡*rø 0lt (3.4.r8)

problem. The only

,0r...,(l

-rJM terms

Solution of equation (3.4.16) by standard inversion

procedures therefore solves

remaining difficulty is the

el-ements A. ,8. ,... rF. .rJ lJ tJ

the original

evaluation of the matrix
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3.5 Evaluation of the Greenrs Function

In determining A¡ j,...rF, j \nle require an efficient

method for evaluating the indefinite integrals of the finite

rJepth Green's function and its normal derivative on y - -h(x)

This section details such a method. An alternative approach

woulcl be to determ.ine a good method for fì-nding the function

itself, rather than its integral, and then using nurnerical

integration to determine the matrix elements A, j ,... rF¡ j .

i\Ithough the present problem has been set up so as to avoid

this numerical integration, in many other problems this can-

not be done. 'I'hus an efficient method for evaluatÍng the

Green's function itself is also of interest. For example,

SÌreridan (tglS) , describes a straightforward rnethod for

determining ttre Green's function. It is thought that the

nretirod descrii¡ed here is a distinct irnprovement, especially

for small values of the x and { parameters.

Two forms of the Greenrs function are available- One

is an integral representation

X-I + 2

G(x,y; E,n;h) 2¡

+ log

og

æ

I "-n " "., 
cosh k (h+y) cos k (*-E)

\rr
- kh

\
)

e
FI

1T

G
A

o

dk

G cos K (x-E) cosh K (y+h) (3.s.r)

v+K "-*" =irrh Kh cosh K h+ (3.5.2)
K vh+s

I

where

G
v+k

k
e-n"cosh k(h+n)

k sinh kh-v cosh khlìand (3.5.3)
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Alternati-ve1y, the function can be expressed in terms of the

series expansion

G(x,y;E,n;h) = i Pn cos mn 1y+h)e--'1"-r I

lr= |

I G "*' 
* l- -r lcosh K (y+h) (3.s.4)

wlrere Go is given by equation (3.5.2) and

A

V+
2 2

mI n
P hn hm 2 + hv'-v

cos m (n+D)
n

(3.s.s)
ft

TIre *,, t" t D=J-r... r-, are the real roots of the eguation

m tanmh (3.5.6)
n

V

For a derivation of tire above forms and other alternative

fornulations, reference shoul-d be made to either l^Jehausen

and Laitone (I960) or Thorne (1953).

Ir,Ie must now decide which form of the Green's function

to use in evaluating the kernels. The integral represent-

ation (3.5.I) can be conveniently and reasonably accurately

calculated by numerical integration for small values of

X - x-f. For large values of X, however, the integral has

a rapidly oscillating kernel, which means that a large

amount of computing t.ime is necessary to obtain an accurate

answer by, say, Simpson's method. Obviously some method for

treating integrals of this type, such as Filon's method (Filon

(1929) ), could be used. It seems more reasonable, though,

to use the series representation (3.5.4) for large X- It

can be seen that this expression is self-truncating for

large values of the X-argument and thus can be very rapidly

and accurately calculated for these large values. For small
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values of the argument, by contrasL, it is found that the

series representation is not a suitable one to use, since

nìany terms in the series have to be used to obtain satis-

factory accuracy.

Tn the light of the above statements, a reasonable

approach to the probl-em appears to be to use the integral

representation for all small values of X up tor sâyr

X - 0.5 and then to change over to the series representation

for aII larger values of the argument. Indeed, this is quite

an effective approach and in the original computer programme

that was set up to solve the water-\^rave reflection problem,

this rnethod was used successfully. It was observed, hovrever,

that thc calculation of the Green's function usi-ng (3.5.1)

rt/as still sornewhat cumbersome and inefficient due to the

complicated nature of the kernel and the fact that an

infinite range of integration was involved. Evaluation of

the series representation, by contrast, \,vas extremely

straightforward, the only difficulty beingr âS has been

mentioned above, the extremely slow convergence for small

values of the argument X. On investigating the reasons for

this slov/ convergence, it was found that the problem could

be overcorne by a relatively simple re-organization of

equation (3.5.4). We shall no\^r consider this problem in more

detail.

Vie rewrite ( 3. 5. 4 ) f or convenience as

G (x, Y; 6, n;h) I e,, (x,y¡6,n;h) G
A

æ

rìì= I

n
cos

l_ cosh K(y+h)ei x l- -r I

where O =P mn (y+h) e
-'"n l* -t I

(3.s.7)

(3.5.8)

For moderate values of the non-dimensional parameter vh, as
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n -+ æ it can be shown that

so that as n ) *r

NT-ñ-

cos

ITN ,ITN

-ñ- 1y+h) cos n

(3.5.e)

-nal lr ll< -g 
I

(3.s.11)

m->

on

I tn,__:_ cos Ë(v+h)nTn ftn+n) e-nø/hl,.-s l= q*(3.5.10)->

V'le no\^7 consider the behaviour of

R(x,y;E,n;h)

R(xry;Ern;h)

R" (xry;6rn;h)

These two series maY

and Stegun, (1964)),

æ
ç'
)

n=l

I
- 

cos
NTT

(n+h) e

This series is only slowly convergent

Because of this the expansion (3.5.4)

convergent. It is possible, ho\,üever,

R (x, y; [ , n ; h) exactJ-Y. Vüe write

for

for

to

smalI

cis
evaluate

lx-El.
also slowly

@'t-

1L
n= I

-,

I
N.IT

cos

I
NT

COS NZ sin nZ

(3. s. 12 )

(3.5.13)

(3.5.Is)

Stv*n + 2h)e-nnth l,.-'l)

(.o= ftv-n)e-'n/ 
h l* r l)

R (x,y;6,n;h) + R, (x,y;6,rì;h)

æ

I
n= I

dle

We consider only the second series R, (the first is almost

the same). We Put

Z=Y* iX (3.5.14)

where Y-tr/h(y-n), x-nlhlx-El

Then R^ is given bY
2

æ

I
n

I=z' n Im n

be summed immediately (see Abramowitz

so that
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2
cosh

+ fm( _.2) (3.5.16)

(3.s.18)

I--Í
/,

.zy+cos7 . -2srnfr
2

+ (3.5.17)

the simple formNote that when X=0, this reduces

R, (x ,y'ìx,n;h) = - +1og 2sin

t_
- 

l-ocf
¿'tÍ

2
)

SIN
2X

2
X

2'tr

to
(r
\zñ lv-nl \

)

Ec¡uation (3.5.12) may now be rewritten, using (3.5. 17), as

R (x, y; i, n; h)

l_ rog 2 san 2 n 2 2

2t¡ cosh + cos -n . -2SInh
x- X-

I
2r l-og 2 srn 2 +n+

æ

Ito

cosh + cos

+

2 ) +n+ a

s r-nfi

Although (3.5.19) appears at first sight to be rather crumsy,

in cornputational terms it is far superior to the representa:
tion (3.5.13) since no summation is required. once an exact
expression for R has been determined we are immecliately in
a position to reorganise the Green's function (3.5.7) so that
it nay be efficiently computed for smalr x. vüe write

(3.s.le)

(3.5.20)

G(x,y;6,n;h) iG
A

cosh K (y+h) e
ixl*-r 

I

0 *)
n

R (x,y; E , n; h)
n= I

since as n becomes larger en * en * the summation in (3.5.20)

is highly convergent for any varue of the argument x.
Because of this, very few terms wilr give a good approximation.

rt shourd be remembered, however, that this method coes not
overcome the problem of slow convergence for targe values of

x- x-
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Kh Ky Kn No. of terms

New Method Series

fteG &e G.

I
I
I
I

-0. 35

-0. 35

-0.35
-0. 35

-0.4
-0.4
-0.4
-o.4

10

100

1000

10000

-.18s1856
-. 1850087

-.1850087
-. I850087

-.2568542
-.1840531
-. 18 5I6L2

-. 1850253

I
I
I
I

-0. 35

-0.3s
-0.3s
-0. 35

-0.95
-0.9s
-0.95
-0.95

10

100

r000
10000

.1496019

. I49587 6

. I49587 6

.1495876

. L497 054

. I480071

.t494285

.t4957r7

I
I
t
I

-0.96
-0.96
-0.96
-0.96

-0.95
-0.95
-0.95
-0.95

IO

r00
r000

I0000

-.8230905
-.8230853
- .82 308 51

-.823085I

-.75485L2
-. 833 4187

- .8230 82 0

- .82 309 94

I
I
I
I

-0.05
-0.05
-0.05
-0.05

-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06

10

100

r000
10000

-.7050828
-.7068106
-.7068r04
-.7068r04

-. 6056878

- .71707 89

-.7068079
-.7068247

IO

IO

IO

-6.
-6.
-6.

-5.
-5.
-q,

10

100

1000

-.389259L
-. 39 35326

-. 39 35325

-.3856073
-. 39 49584

-. 39 36 899

Table shows improvement in calculating Green's
function for x=0 over numerical summation of
the standard series.

Tabl-e I.
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the parameter vh, (i.e. for very short waves), since then

the approximation (3.5.9) does not hold until n becomes

large. This sort of problem is, of course, also present when

the standard representations (3.5.1) and (3.5.7) are used.

This is a separate problem in evaluating these Green's

functions, and as yet no simple method has been found to

overcome it.

At this stage, some comparison of (3.5.20) and (3.5.7) is
in order. We consider X=0 (whose equation (3.5.20) shows

the greatest improvement over (3.5.7)) and in table I show the

results obtained with the two methods for various nurnbers of

terms in the infiníte series. As can be seen, (3.5.20) is
markedly superior. The table also shows that the efficiency
of either method degrades as the parameter vh increases.

Using equatíon (3.5.4), vre may now determine the

integrals 4,j,...,F,j as given by equations (3.4.9)-(3.4.14).

Fundamentally, the two integrals we require are

* j * I âG
ãy

(x,y¡e,\ìh) dx (3.s.2r)

where y -h (x) , and

G(x,yre,n;h) dy (3.5.22)

where (€,n) may take any values. First we look at the

evaluation of Ir . If we carry out a direct integration on

equation (3.5.4) substituting for the values of R, Qn* and

Q,, using (3. 5. 19) , ( 3. 5. 10 ) ancl (3 . 5. 8 ) respectively, wê

find

I I
)

lYi+tT-lr-t2J
Yj
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[ =n" (x-E) ("' * |,.' E I co sinh K (y+h)

J

N

+

L

I
n=l

n

\t
)l

* j + t

x

-l'"rJ-=-)n¿
I =l

I
2i arctan N (3.s.23)

(3 - 5 .24)

(3.s.25)

(3.5.26)

where

with

= .-"'n l'- * lP san m (y+h)

ntT- # e-,, Í/ h l* -s l=i. f (v+rrl cos h ( n+h)

cos T.,
2h 'j sinh fr l"-sl

T: cosrr fr l"-E I
s l_n 2h

and Y, = y-lr Y, = y+n + 2ln.

ltrote that in working out the l" Un it is easier to
Jn

return to the representation (3.5.L2), perforrn the integration
and then carry out the process similar to that described in
equations (3.5.14) (3.5.17) rather than attempt a clirect
integration of equation ( 3. 5. 19 ) .

l'v'e now determine I
2

in similar fashion as

Y

I -iG^/R sinh K(y+h) "i 
x l* -r I

2

¡¡l

+
y j + I

L + 21"-f l /hlì

Y j * r

v

t'l

)

¡
1_
fiIog 2/M.

vj

= # =ir *,, (y+h)
P

tì rI x -t N'IT

"-n'n 
l* -t I

I--€n san h 11,+h ) "o" ff(n+h) (3 .5 .27 )

t = sin' *u, cosh' h lx-El * .o"' h ", sinh2 ft l"-eland

(3.5.28)
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The i-ntegral (Ir) appearing in (3.5.26\ is troublesome.

In the special case x = 0 it may be recognised as Catalanr s

integral, which may be conveniently calculated after an

integration by parts (see Chapter 2). For non-zero X,

similar methods may be used. For example, for j = I we have

nllt v -n
r., : * y-n Log 2q - dp SIN cos fl (3.5.29)p

2
p
2

p
2

o

where s=sin2 i cosh2 lx-El + cos2 i sinh2 h lx-Elil

2h

This last integral may be efficíently evaluated by standard

methods (e.g. Simpsonrs rule).

Having determined I, and I, the matrix elements

A, j ,... rF, . are immediately known for all frequencies v.

As has been said before, the above method is not very

efficient for large values of vh. Up to values of Vh - I0

it is found that this causes no difficul-ties. For efficient

evaluation of the matrix elements at high frequency' some

different method must be used. No such methods \^lere obtained

in the present work. It is probable, though, that Some kind

of analytical asymptotic theory woul-d be more useful than any

numerical approach at Ìiigh frequency-

3. 6 Results

The above was coded on the Adel-aide University CDC 6400

computer. It was found that satisfactory accuracy was

achieved at moderate frequency by the inversion of a 60 x 60

matrix Z. However, ât hÍgher freguencY, to maintain the

Ievel of accuracy, larger matrix inversions were required, and

in fact the accuracy obtainable will decrease as frequency

(3.5.30)
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r_ncreases.

The most obvious problem to test t-he completed programme

on \^ras the simple step , lor which results for a wide range of

frequency and the depth ratio o¿ have been given by Hilaly

(1967). As can be seen jn Fig. 13, good agreement is obtained,

except at high frequency. For low freguency, Tuck (L976) has

extended the shal-low water approximation for this type of

problem. His first-order correction indicates that the

magnitude of the reflection coefficient is constant for aII

frequencies but also predicts a linear increase with wave

number in the phase of the reflection coefficient. Fig. 14

indicates good agreement between this theory and the present

work.

At high frequency, the asymptotic form of the reflection

coefficient is of interest. Fitzgerald (L976) has developed

an analytic theory for some bottom contours (including the

simple step), but his final ansrú/er is rather obscure. The

present programme \À/as used to attempt to find, numerically,

the high frequency behaviour for a simple step. As can be

seen in Fig. 15, it appears that

-2krbra0 + e - (3.6.I)

No such limit appears in Hilaly's results. Since the result

(3.6.1) might have been predicted by purely intuitive argu-

ments, it tends to suggest that the present results may be

more accurate than Hila1y's for large frequency.

An extension to the simpJ-e problem of the step is that of

a step with a vertical barrier at x : 0 extending part of

the way to the free surface. The results for this problem

(Fig. 16 ) are interesting in that for fixed ü, as the flow

is closed off more and more (i.e. as the top of the barrier
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gets closer to the free surface), a distinct peak in the

reflection coefficient becomes apparent, whereas for the

simple step the reflection coefficient decreases monotonicaÌIy

with frequency. Fitzgerald (I976) examined this behaviour,

but only for small- values of p/h. It may also be

noticed that however much the gap above the barrier is closed

off, the zero frequency result is always the same, indicating

that the transmission of very long \^raves is independent of

barrier geometry.

Another problem of practical interest is that where

y = -h (x) is given by a straight line joining the two unequal

depths y = -hr and y = -h2. This bottom topography, in

contrast to those treated previously, allows the possibility

of multiple maxima and minima ín the reflection coefficient,

due to the presence of the two corners. It may be seen

(Fig. L7) that successj-ve minima are indeed obtained as

frequency increases. The locations of these minima are quite

accurately predicted by shallow water theory, and as t'/hz

becomes larger, there is agreement in the magnitude of the

reflection coeffícient. An asymptotic analysis of this

problem, for high frequency, would be complicated by the fact

that the reflection coefficient does not decay monotonically.

Although the progranìme \,vas not originally designed for

problems where h, : hr, these too can be investigated by

suitabl-e location of the mesh points. For instance, a single

vertical barrier at x : 0 extending from y = -hrz partway

to the surface may be considered. Results for this problem

have been obtained both by Fitzgerald (L976) and by Mei and

Black (1969), who used a variational approach. The present

work (see Fig. 18 ) shows better agreement with the theory of

.t
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Mei and Black than with that of FíLzgera1d, although the

differences between all three solutions are marginal and may

be considered to be due to numerical error.

Mei and Black also give results for a square hump on a

bottom of fixed finite depth (see Fig. 19). Again, good

agreement is shown with the present work. Indeed, the curve

for L/h = 3 is especially encouragíng since it shows that,2

the progranune is able to deal successfully with situations

where the assumption made about 0 being slowly varying on

the arc B might be susPect.

Finatly, in Figure 20, we present results for a particu-

lar bottom geometry for which Roseau (1976) has given an

analytic solution.

The bottom contour is given implicitly as

# = -cr * (cr-I) arctar. (eË sin 1,/(eE cos 1+1) )

2

(3.6 .2)

and

crE + 0.5 (I-cr) 1og (e2 È + 2e€ cos l-+1) (3.6.3)

where Ç ranges from -æ to ó.

As can be seen' agreement between the exact theory and

the numerical method is reasonably good. There are two

reasons why the agreement is not as good as might be hoped.

The first is that the depth change takes place over a large

distance in comparison with the water depth. This means that

a large number of mesh-points must be used to achieve satis-

factory accuracy in other words, to attain very good

agreement for a problem of this sort, a prohibitive number of

mesh-points must be taken. This indicates that the method is

not welI-suited to the treatment of such bottom geometries.

i

x
ñ-
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The second possible source of error is due to the fact that

the curve shown above only asymptotes to the limits

y - -h, , -}l'2. Thus any finite range of integration, as must

be used in a computer prograntrne, will necessarily give some

truncation error.
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CHAPTER 4

REFLECTION OF WATER WAVES BY A PERMEABLE BREAKI^/ATER

4 -L fntroduction

This chapter deals with the transmission and reflection

of surface \^/aves incident on an infinitely thin vertical

barrier, in water of finite depth. As in the previous chapter,

only the two-dinensional problem is considered. The barrier

is assumed to have some known permeability, that nnay vary with

depth. This permeability may be identified as I/C where C

is a blockage coefficient similar to that defined in Chapter

2. In other words ' \^/e may regard the barrier as being

perforated by many small pores, with the pores being sma1l

when c is largc (i.e. Iow permeability) and large when c

is sniall (higtr ¡rermeabilitY) .

In small-amplitude unsteady flows, such as those we are

dealing with here, the Bernoulli equation may be linearized.

Thj s implies that the acceleration of the fluid across the

porous barrier is proportional to the pressure jump across it,

speci fically

a
I

2¡tC Ap (4.1.r)
C

wlrere p is the density of the fluid, d" is the fluid

accel-eration, Ap is the pressure jump and C is the bLock-

age coefficient referred to above. In time-sinusoi<lal flows

with a (suppressed) tine-dependence "-i 
o t , w€ know that

r" : ioV where V is the streaming velocity through tþe

barrier, so that equatlon (4.1-I) becomes

V_ (4.L-2)
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which is of similar form to the well-known Darcy law for flow

in porous media (Morse and Ingard (1968), p.252)

v - kAp (4. I. 3)

where k is the Darcy coefficient. This quantity i-s usually

determined experimentally and determines the dissipation due

to viscous effe^ts. C will be real in an inviscid fluidr so

that inclusion of this quantity measures local, inertial effects

at the barrier. However, if we use the results of Chapter 2,

where both real and imaginary parts for C are obtained for

a porous screen, wê see that viscous effects may also be

includecl. This means that we have avail-able a quantity akin

to a Darcy constant which may be determined theoretically for

any viscosity, frequency or ratio of pore size to pore

separation. fn rvater \^/ave problems, viscous dissipation is

generally of minor importance, but the same is not true for

the inertial impedance of the barrier. The method presented

in this chapter allows the comparison of the efficiency of,

say; a Ioosely packed submerged breakwater with a completely

solicl one. The rnain drawback with the m.ethod is that thick-

ness cffects cannot be modelled, although it could possibly

be modified to allow this.

Using a variable permeability also allows the determina-

tion of results for solid obstacles with one or more large

gaps. One example of such a problem is that trcatcd by

Ursell (l-947). This problem was that of reflection of surface

waves, in infinite water depth, by a single surface-piercing

barrier reaching partway to the bottom. This corresponds to

our general variable permeability formulation with C - æ on

the barrier and C - 0 everywhere else. In a sim.ilar fashion

the barrier reaching partway to the surface, treated b1z Dean
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(1945), may also be considered. In finite depth, these tv¡o

problems have been solved (numerically) by I'lei and Black

(f969). Again, the method described here may be used for

verifying and extending the results.

Problems of flow through one or more gaps have been

treated by several authors. AII previous work, with one

exception, has dealt witi-r infinite water depth. The exception

is the solution for flow through a single small 9ap, in finite

depth, due to Packharn and Williams (1972). Tuck (1975) gives

a slightly different formulation for this problem, but obtains

tire same results.

In infinite v¡ater depth, reflection by a barrier with any

number of gaps has been treated by both Lewi-n (1963) and Mej-

(1969 ) . The solutions obtained are extremely complicated,

however, and in both cases no nurnerical results are presented.

For a single 9ap, both Guiney (L972 ) and Porter (L972) have

obtained solutions and they both present comprehensive

results, but a large amount of numerical integration is

involved. More recently, Porter (I974) has presented a

simpler rnethod than those of Lewin (f 963) and Mei (1969 ) for

tl-re general problem of an arbitrary number of gaps. Again,

though, no numerical results are presented.

AII the above problems are included in the present

formulation. In presenting our results for problerns with

more than one 9ap, however, only the problem with two gaps of

equal size, in water of infinite depth, is used. This is

merely to reduce the number of parameters in the problenn (e.9.

gap width/gap separation, gap width/mean depth of submersion

of two gaps etc.) so that some valid conclusions mav be drawn.

The method ís easily applicable to more than two gaps (at the
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increase in computing time) but to give a

results would be extremely laborious and

little extra information.

proper

would

coverage of

convey very

4.2 Itlathematical Formulation

A similar forrnulation to the follorving vras outlined

Ì¡riefly by Tuck (1975) for the breakwater problem in wa.ter of

infinite depth. In this section it is assumed. that the depth

is finite, but is everywhere constant. In the linit as the

depth approaches infinity, it is shown that Tuckrs result is

regained.

Cartesian co-ordinates x ancl

T'he fluid is assumed non-viscous and

that a velocity potential 0 (x,y,t)

Laplace's equation

v2o = o

y are used (see Fig. 2L).

the flow irrotational, so

exists which satisfies

(4.2.L)

(4.2.3)

everyrvhere in the ftuid.

Sinusoidal time-dependence is assumed so tha-t a complex-

valuecl potential function 0 (x,y) may be introduced, where

Õ(x,y,t) = dle[S(x,y) "-'otl 
(4.2.2)

ancl o is the wave frequencY.

Since the waves are assumed to be of small amplitude, the

linearized free surface condition may be used, that is

a0
ây vþ

where v = 62 /g ancl

There must also be no

Y = -h, so that

g is the acceleration due to gravity.

normal fl-uid velocity on the bottom

0, y 0

æ<x<óa0
ðy 0 (4.2.4)
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\^/aves of unit

S takes the

amplitude are incident

form

Pl-ane progressive

frOm x = __, SO that

Q + ("'** +

and O re

-i Kx.pe) cosh 5 (y+h)
cosh Kh

(4.2.5)

(4.2.6)

where p and r are the

transmission coefficients.

i Kx cosh I( (y+h)
cosh Kh

complex-valued ref lection

K is the characteristic

to the circuit C

and

hrave

number for waves of frequency

by

o in water of depth h, given

v = K tanh Kh. (4.2.7)

It is also necessary to define a Green's function

G(x,y; ¿,,n) satisfyinq thc boundary conditions (4.2-3) and

(4.2.4) , and the equation

v2c: ô(x-6) ô(y-n) (4.2.8)

G must also satisfy suitable radiation conditions at

x = -l- æi specifically, it should behave like an outgoing

wave. A suitable Green's function is that discussed in

Chapter 3 (p.65).

If Green's theorem is now applied

on the right-hand sj-de of the barrier in Figure 2I, then

AG0([,n) 0 (x, y) (x,y;6,t) G (x,y; E, n) #,",v) dt (4 -2 -s)ân

The only contribution to the integral in (4.2.9) comes from

the arc -h < y < 0, x : 0+ . There is no contribution from

the free surface or the bottorn, since both S and G

satisfy equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.4). At x = -, since

both 0 and G behave lil<e outgoing waves, there is again

no contribution to the integral. Thus (4.2.9) becomes

l'

:l
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o

<Þ(6,n) 3(Þ

ðx
(0*,y) G(0*,y;6,n) ö (o* ,v) #,0. ,yrE,t)dy

-h
(4.2.L0)

If we apply Green's theorem over the circuit C- we obtain
2

in a similar manner

0(1,,n) 0 (6,n)
J.
-h

#,0-,t, c(o- ,YìE,n)dvo

2

-h

v¡lrile (4.2.l-L) reduces to

+1"
-h

0 (o-,o¡ H,o -,yiE,rì)dy (4 .2 . rr)

(4 .2. l-3)

In this case there is a contribution

circuit at x = -æ since $ has an

Specifically, this contribution is

from the part of the

incoming component.

cosh K(n+h) e
í KË

cosh Kh
(4.2.L2\

In equations (4.2.1-0) and (4.2.I1) , \^re have available

solutionsfor x2 0 and x(0 separately. Tocomplete

this formulation we need to match the two equations across

x = 0. Since ðG/ðx behaves like a delta function as [ + x,

(4.2.I0) becomes, with F, -+ 0

o

,Þ
o

0(o*,n) #,0.,o, G(o*,yio*,n)dy

0(o ,n)
- lr

as { + 0. To obtain a final integral equation from (4.2.12)

and (4.2.L3\ requires some f orm of matching condit j-on across

x = 0, -h < y < 0. Problems where the barrier is made up of

impermeable material perforated by large totally-permeable

gaps are easily treated. We refer to Eígure 22.

I
z ôo (o-'¡¡

o

#,0-,o, G(o-,Yio-,n)dv (4.2.L4)
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sections y € L.,

across

m Ir...¡{, there is

so thatx = O,

and 0 (O ,y) 0(O,Y¡ Y€L,,x

vÊ

(4 .2. l-5)

0 (4.2.16)

0. (4-2.L7)

#,0-,o, #,0.,o, #,0,o,

<¡ (0* ,V)

For all other points on x = 0, there is no flow at a1l,
since the barrier is totally impermeable. This means that
the normar velocity across the barrier must be zero at these

points, arthough there may be a discontinuity in the potential
function. This condition we write as

#,0. , o,
ðqb

âx
(o ,Y) xL0

nt

On using these

Greenrs function G

reduce (4 -2.L3) and

f\l

I ,l
t.

conditions, and observing that the

is continuous across x : 0, we may

(4.2-:.-4\ to the single integral equation

#,0,o, c(0, y,o,r'l)dy : cosh K (n+h)
cosh Kh

(4.2.18)
rìr= I

This eguation may be discretízed and sorved numerj-calIy for

any barrier configuration that may be described as a series

of disconnected arcs L,,,. The problems treated by porter

(1972), Dean (1945) and Ursell (1947), for example, frây all

be treated in this \n/ay.

'r.he problem becomes more involved if the permeability is

no longer either zero or infinj-te as in the above examples.

There is now the possibility of an effective potential jump

across x = 0 at points where the velocity is non-zeÍo.

Subtracting (4.2.L4) from (4.2.L3) gives

A0 = 0(o*,n) 0(o ,rì)

21"

-h

G(0,yr0rrì) l#,0* ,v) . #(o-,v) ]av
2þ

o
(0, n) (4.2.L9)
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In this equation we have implicitly assumed the continuity of

G and 0o across x = 0. ft now is necessary to use the

concept of a blockage coefficient C, as defined in Chapter

2. For non-zero finite permeability, the barrier at x = 0

may be considered to be perforated by sorne (assume given)

array of small pores. The local flow at any poj-nt on x = 0

may then be regarded as unsteady streaming flow through a

screen. At each point y on x = 0 the screen will have

some local- permeabiÌity or blocl<age coef f icient C (y) . At a

distance from the barrier that is large compared with the

average pore size, b,lt still is small when cornpared with al1

other dimensions in che problem, the flow will tend to

where

point

small,

This means

barrier as

(4.2.20) ,

given by

U - 0. (0* ,y) = 4,_ (0_,y) = ô* (0,y¡ . (4.2.2I)

that there is no jump in velocity across the

far as the out-er flow pattern is concerned. By

however, there is a jump in the velocity potential,

A0 2Q* (0,y) C (y) (4 .2 .22)

so tlrat (4.2.19 ) becomes

(,(x,y) * U(y) x + U(y) C(y)

U (y) ís the streaming velocity

(0,y) . Since the distance from

in terms of the outer flow, U

sgn x (4.2.20)

appropriate for any

the barrier is still

may be recognised as

c(0,y;o,n) aö
âx

(0,y)dy (4-2.23)(r (o,n) c(n) + 0., (0,¡¡
0

2
\

-h

It must be noted that for validity of the above reasoning,

the length scale for variation in C (y ) must be much larger

than the length scale for the pores in the breakwater. Tt

should be noted, too, that viscous dissipative effects may be
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included by introducing an imaginary component in the blockage

coefficient.

Since C(y) is assumed known (determined theoretically

from Chapter 2, or obtained experimentalfy), equation (4.2.23)

constitutes an integral eguation of the second kind in the

normal velocity s-*cross x=0.

This equation has a unique solution under certain

integrabitity and boundedness conditions on the kernel function

G. This means tirat any numerical method we use to solve this

equation has a good chance of success. The same is not

necessarily true, however, for equation (4.2.18) which is an

equation of the first kind. It is found in practice, however,

that the method used to solve (4.2.23) also deals successfully

with equation (4.2.I8) .

Equation (4.2.I8) may also be regarded as a special case

of (4.2.23). For y € Ln,, m=I,...,M, the blockage coefficient

is zero. For all other points the normal velocity is zero.

Using these two facts, we may immediately recover (4.2.I8)

f rom (4.2.23) .

FinaIty, Tuck's (f975) infinite depth formulation may be

recovered by allowing h -+ * in (4.2.23) so that

c(n) 0 (0,n) + 
"*n

o

2 G-(0,y;0,n) ä0
âx

(0,y)dy (4.2.24)
x

-æ

where G- is the limiting form of G as h -+ -. This

Iimiting form is well-known, and. is indeed a great deal

simpler than G for finite depth. Thus, for problems where

the depth is very large, the infinite depth Green's function

will be used (see Wehausen and Laitone, (1960) ).
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4.3 Numerical AnalYsis

There are now two forms of the integral equation that

may be used, depending on the nature of the breakwater,

namely (4.2.L8) and (4.2.23) .

First we consider the numerical solution of equation

(4.2.23). We may use a similar approach to that adopted in

Chapter 3. The present problem is much simpler in some

respects. In the first placer w€ have only the normal

velocity across x:0 as the unknown, in contrast to the

shelf probtem where the velocity potential itself also had

to be found. Secondly, we have only a single equation to

solve, in contrast to the set of coupled integral equations

\^re had to deal with in Chapter 3. This means that, for the

problem we are dealing with here, much smaller matrices will

have to be inverted, with attendant decrease in computer time

and storage, to obtain a given accuracy.

In (4.2.23) we assume that 0* is slowly varying at

x=0. We divide the arc X=0, 0 > y > -h into N segrnents

(y,ry,*,) with yj >y>Y¡+1' j=lr..-,N. Thenr âsusual,

the approximation 0* (0,Y¡ = Ó, 
¡

must now make a choice of meshpoints. So long as the

blockage coefficient C(y) j-s slowly-varying, the obvious

choice is a uniform distribution of points. For the special

case <lescribed by equation (4.Z.tB), where we have introduced

sharp corners at the end of each arc L,n, we may make a

better choice. lrle know that in the near vicinity of these

corners the velocity potential has a square-root singularity,

so on L = (cln, , ßn, ) , for example , vfe take

O¿v ìì
+ [='" å(+)]rß--o-), j=1,2,...,N+1 (4.3.1)
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It should be noted that a separate set of meshpoints

Yn,j , j=lr... rN is required for each arc Lu,-

We satisfy the integral equation at the N points

n

for problems with slowly-varying

involving one or more large 9aps,

(4 .2 . LB) , \^re choose

i=lr... rN (4.3.2)

C (y) . For probl-ems

as described by equation

(4.3.3)n (X
nì

+ SIN

/Y, 
+Y, *, \

\---- )

nl t-,
z\N )l tu -cr ) i=l,. . . ,N/J ìr rììrìì

which is consistent with the choice of meshpoints y. in

equation (4. 3. 1) .

vüith these assumptions, (4.2.23) may be written in

discrete form as

N

I
yj+l

+4.' ô XJ0i

ò -2 ì ô lr"*'{)irrrr - j:, 'xirrn )
Yj'"t

for i-=lr... rN, [=1r. .. rl{.

Thus (4.3.4) becomes

A0=

where ¡t-

y j Èt

Yj

G (0,y, ;0, n. ) dy i=I, . . . ,N

(4.3.4)

G (0,y. ;0, n. ) dy--Jrm Itlìì
(4.3.5)

(4.3.6)

2rir
\l

C
I

where 0n, represents the obvious discretization 0o (0,¡. ¡

In a similar way we nay write (4.2.18) as

vi

[4, ,]

c(0,y., ;0,n. )dy

(4.3.7),

(4.3.8),

tì

A

0
-o

0-- xl

and

(0 (4.3.e),
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and (4. 3.10)

Equation (4.3.5) may be represented in similar fashion.

It should be noted in (4.3.5) that increasing the number of

gaps generally increases the amount of computing time

required to solve the problem, since introducing extra

singularities (by way of more corners) wilI increase the

number of points required to obtain satisfactory accuracy.

once we have the problem in the form (4.3.6), with to,, ]

known, w€ can find the normal- velocity through the gap by

inverting the matrix equations. Once the normal velocity has

been obtained, the transmission and reflection coefficients

foltow by use of the original integral equations, in a

similar fashion to that described in Chapter 3.

The only remaining problem is the actual evaluation of

the elements 4,, These follow immedíately from equation

(3.S.22), where the integral is obtained explicitly. In the

special case when the depth is infinite , oT very large, it is

more desirable to use the infinite-depth Green's function.

For these problems we truncate the range of integration from

the interval (0,--) to say (0,-h*). our choice of mesh

points is now the same as for finite depth problems with h*

replacing h. This means that we are actually assuming a

solid barrier for y < -h*. In practice this should not

affect the transmission, so long as h* is chosen large

enough, âS there is exponential decay in the wave motion of

the form "*t. The only other change we make is in the

evaluation of the elements A, , r which now become
IJ

f y j + I

A. . = I ' c- 1g,yt ;0, ni ) dY (4.3.11)
ij )

Yj

Õ (oor'""ôn")'
o
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\,ühef e G-

in Section

G

4.,
lJ

is the infinite depth Green's function referred to

4.2. A convenient form of this function is
æ p(v+l)

= 
znL 

(rosly-n I - losl y+n I )

o

_t
TI p-K

We may immediately write 4,, as

[+roslv-nl
to#'t"n'y+n 

I

e

æ p(v+n)
e

p-K

dp- ieK( v+n)

dpdn

(4.3.]-2)

(4.3.13)

Yj+t

-l

I
'n

y j + r

v 0

On interchanging the order of integration in the integral in

(4 . 3. t2 ) we may finally determine A, , as

4.. =ll Þloslv-nl l?t"nly+n I

. K(v+î)te
K

i
y j +1

+ (4.3.14)
KT

Y¡

Here nî(x) is the exponential integral (see Abramowitz and

Stegun (1964) ). rfris function may be quickly and easily

computed for all values of its argument with the use of poly-

nomial approximations.

4.4 Results

We consider first problems of the type described by

equation (4.2.L9). Any results given for infinite depth \^7ere

computed using the infinite depth Green's function, as given

in equation (4.3.L2), in preference to using the finite depth

Green's function with a large depth parameter.

The first set of curves is for flow past a surface-

piercing barrier of height L, j-n water depth h. This is

the problem first treated by urselt (1947 ) , for water of

I
#t"nly+n I

eK(Y*n) eit-x(y+n)
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j-nfinite depth. In Figure 23 the transmission coefficient is

plotted against v.0. The present work agrees very well with

Ursellr s results the two results are indistinguishable on

the scale shown. When the depth is finite, certain

interesting trends become apparent.

As 9,/h becomes larger, the openinq closes off more and

more this is indicated by a general reduction in the trans-

mission coefficient. For values of R'/h in the range 0.5

O-7 it can be seen, bY contrast, that the transmission

coefficient is actually higher than UrseII's result for waves

of moderate frequency. At high freguency, however, âI1 curves

collapse on to the infinite depth result.

For 9-/¡ = 0.5 a result due to Mei and Black (1969) is

shown. At fow freguency, there is some small- disparity with

the present work. At high frequency, however, the two curves

both collapse on to the infinite-depth result. At this stage,

j-t should be noted that UrseII's results appear to have been

misleadingly graphed in Mei and Black, so that agreement

between their theory and UrseII's appears to be less good

than it actually is. Plotting the curves against v0,

rather than KL , as \^/as done in Mei and Black, shows much

better agreement. In the infinite-depth case v=K, so that

only one curve may be drawn, whatever the choice of axis. In

finite-depth problems, however' v is not equaì- to K, so

that two different graphs may be drawn for the purpose of

comparison. It appears in this case that plotting against

v0 is preferable.

In fact, although j-t is not shown in Figure 23, the

result of Mei and Black for L/h = 0 shows good agreement

.t

'ì
,l

it'-

)

l
"r
,t

'l

i
I

I

I

I

l'
¡Jirì
I!
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with both the present results and with the theory of

UrselI.

In Figure 24 results are displayed for the situation

where there is a single vertical barrier extending from the

bottom partway to the surface. This is in a sense complemen-

tary to the surface-piercing barrier problem. Tndeed, the

analytic solution by Dean (L945) , for the case of infinite-

depth, appeared only a few years before Ursell's paper. For

convenience, \^re show the magnitude of the reflection

coefficient rather than that of the transmission coefficient.

The present work agaín shows excellent agreement \^/ith Dean I s

result and the ansvüers obtained are essentially the same.

For finite-depth, extensive results have been given by Mei

and Black (1969). As can be seen, the agreement between the

two theories is very good over the whole range of frequency

for alt values of the parameter h/H. It should be noted that

the variatíonal method used by Mei and Black becomes less

accurate as h/H increases. This is because the method

involves approximating an infinite series by taking the first

few terms. The fact that the disparities between the two

methods become more marked as h/H increases is probably a

consequence of this, since the present method gives equally

good accuracy for all h/H, at least at low frequency. That

the variational method overestimates the reflection

coefficient seems to be borne out by the comparison with Dean

(f945) for infinite-depth. Al-l- in all, though, agreement is

very good, much more so than for the surface piercing barrier

considered above.

We now turn to the problem of transrnission through a

single gap in a vertical wall. For infinite depth, this

.t
¡

,t

¡Þ.

I

I

{
'i

I

i
t,

I

I

I

J'

tr
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problem has been solved exactly by Porter (L972 ) and Guiney

(L972), while an earlier theory by Tuck (r971) solves the

problem when the gap is small. In this case, it is convenient

to define a parameter u : 2a/u where 2a is the gap width

and H the mean depth of the gap. It was found that over the

full frequency range, ât any value of þ r excellent agreement

\^/as obtained with the exact theory of Guiney. The results of

porter appear to be the same. sínce both exact methods

require a large amount of numerical intégration to obtain

final answers, it is possible that the present method is

preferable for these problems, since good accuracy can be

obtained rapidly and easily, and the present method is more

flexible.

For flow through a single gap in finite depth, there are

no published results for arbítrary U. However, for small

gaps, both Tuck (L975) and Packham and lvilliams (L972 ) have

obtained soluti-ons that agree very well. Comparison of Tuck's

result with the present work, ât u : 0.15, showed almost

exact agreement, even at high frequency. This indicates that

the small-gap theory is very good for U of this order. For

completeness, results obtained by the present method are

displayed in Fi_gure 25 for u : 0.15. As has been said,

however, the results are for all practical purposes identical

with those published elsewhere. Unfortunately, Do small-gap

results are available for larger U - It is quite tikely that

the sma1l-gap approach would be successful for quite large

Ur especi-ally at l-ow frequency. (Surprisingly good agreement

has been demonstrated for infinite-depth (see, e.g. Tuck (1975)) '

In Figures26 and27 the magnitude of the transmission

coefficient is plotted for various values of H/h with
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U - 0.5 and 1.0 respectively. As can be seen, ro qualita-

tive change from the small gap problem is apparent. In a

quantitative sense, transmission increases as the gap becomes

bigger, âs might be expected.

We now turn to flow problems with more than one gap.

For simplicity, only infinite depth results are presented,

although the method works just as well for finite depth. Both

gaps are assumed to be of width 2a, with their centres

separated by a distance b. In Figures 28,29 and 30 the trans-

mission coefficient is plotted for various values of b/H,

wirere H is the mean depth of submersion of the upper gap.

Wc will discuss Figure 30 in detail- the same arguments

apply to Figures28 and 29. The limiting curve b/tl = 1

corresponds to the two gaps being side by side, so forming a

single gap of width 4a. Thus the results obtained should be

the same as for a single gap with u = 4/3. This j-n fact

turns out to be the case, with the results aqreeing exactly

with those obtained for the single gap problem. We now

increase the value of b/H. This corresponds to holding the

top gap i-n place while moving the bottom one down. At low

fregucncy, the incoming wave appears to see less impedance

than would be the case if there were no interaction effects.

Tlrus the transmj-ssion coeffícient is larger than for the

b/tt : I curve. At hi-gher f requency this is no longer true

and in fact the transmission coefficient is smaller than the

b/u : I value. This is probably due to the fact that short

\¡/aves are confined to a thin surface layer and so cannot

"feel" the deeply-submerged bottom gap. As b/H becomes

Iarger it is interesting to note that a definite peak becomes

apparent in the transmj-ssion coefficient, at reasonably low
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frequency. Tltis indicates that some sort of resonance effect

is taking prace due to the interaction of the frow with the

two gaps. It is possible that in many-gap problems we might

obtain a large number of peaks of this form, although this

has not been checked.

As b/H becomes very large, w€ expect the transmission

coefficient curve to col-Iapse down to that for a single gap

of width 2a, since the waves on the surface are not affected

by the deeply submerged lower gap. Indeed this is so and we

see that for values of vH greater than 0. I, the b/H : 50

curve agrees with that for a single gap with u:1.0.

For small gaps, Tuck (1975) has postulated that an array

of gaps may be regarded in the far-field as a single-qap, of

suitable width, if the gap separation and gap width are small

compared to the mean depth of submersion of the array. This

theory was tested in Fígure 31 for two gaps of equal width

with ì-r = 0.2. Tuck (1975 ) predicts that the effective gap

width of the two gaps is /W -ã' . Using this result in his

single-gap theory for small gaps rû/e obtain the dotted line

solution shown in Figure 31. As can be seen, for small-gap

separation, the agreement is very good, even at reasonably

high frequency.

For larger gap separation, however, the assumptions

behind Tuck's (L975 ) theory break down and the agreement with

the present work is less good. At low frequency, however,

good agreement is stilI ok¡tained, even at large sepa-ration.

Finally, in Figure 32 , r,¡/e consider a semi-permeable

barrier which extends from the bottom partway to the surface

(in the example shown, the breakwater has a height equal to

0.9h where h is the water depth) . For this problem, the
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blockage coefficient c(y) is no longer infinite or zero.

We take
1

(h-Y)
I

0. th

so that the blockage coefficient is infinite at Y = -h and

decreases linearly to Tero for l V l <

noted that C(y) is a.;sumed real here, so that no viscous

dissipative effects are included. Such effects can be

modelled by allowing c(y) to have a non-zero imaginary part.

An increase in the parameter À corresponds to a de-

crease in the permeability of the barrier, i.e. the barrier

will present a greater obstruction to the flow. This problem,

therefore, may be regarded as a first approximation to

reflection of water waves by a rock-fill breakwater. Sj-nce

tirickness effects are not included one would generally expect

greater \^/ave reflection in a real breakwater.

For very sma1l À, one would expect only very low wave

reflection. This is borne out by the computer results. As

À becomes larger, the transmission would be expected to

decrease. This is indeed the situation. For larqe wave

frequency, the transmission coefficient approaches unity.

Again, this is to be expected, since very short \^Iaves are

confined to a thin surface J-ayer and so do not "feel" the

barrier.

c (y) À (4.4.1)
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CONCLUSTON

It has been shown that the boundary integral equation

method can deal successfully with a variety of fluid flow
problems, both in viscous and non-viscous ftuids. In the

present work, only one particular numerical method of solution
has been used - it is probable that improvements may be made

to the method, although this might be at the expense of its
essential ease of application.

Extensions to the work on viscous flow are certainly
possible the most useful would be the calculation of the

impedance of an array of holes, of arbitrary shape. In

Chapter 2, only a two-dimensional array of slits was

considered, while in Chapter I, flow through a single

circular gap \^ras treated. If the method detailed here was

used without modification, the resulting integral equation

for an array would have an extremely complicated kernel

which would al-most certainly require an excessive amount of

computer time for numerical evaluation. In future work, it
might be more suitable to modify the orj-ginal method of

formulation so that a simpler integral relation could be

derived. Alternatively, it should be possible to work with

the numerical results presented here for single gaps and then

attempt to derive laws of combination for many-hole problems.

(Tuck (L975) has treated sparse combinations of smaII holes

in an inviscid fl-uid in this \^ray.) It would also be useful

to match the results of Chapter 2 with an exterior acoustic

field, thus giving a complete solution for acoustic streaming

through a screen.

The immediate extension to the work of Chapters 3 and 4

on water waves is to consider a complete three-dimensional
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formulation so that the effects of oblíque incidence of waves

and of depth changes in two dimensions may be included.

obviously, there will be numericar difficulties involved, but

it seems that these could be overcome. A related problem

that has yet to be overcome is the question of uniqueness of
solution and the possibílity of the existence of "trapped

h/aves" along a submerged shelf, ât least in the three-

dimensionar situation. (see Evans (L972) for a discussion of
these problems. )

A more straightforward modification of the present work

is the treatment of the problem of reflection of waves by a
porous vertical barrier in water of changing depth. This may

easily be treated using the methods of Chapters 3 and 4, with
very IittIe increase j-n complexity.

FinaIIy, analytic work remains to be done in the asymp-

totic short-wave problems of water-\^rave reflection by a

submerged shelf. These results are not only of theoretical
interest but would also greatly increase the usefulness of

the numerical results given here, since once exact solutions

have been obtained in the short-wave region, bounds can be

put on the frequency range in which the numerical method is
accurate.



APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL TREATMENT OF THE DOUBLE.POLE SINGULARITY

In this section we give a rigorous justification for the

treatment of the double-pole singularity appearing in the

kernels of the integral equations in Chapters I and 2 (see

equations (1.3.14) and (2.3.13)). The difficulty arises

119

because the kernel contains terms like -è (ãr\
are singular in the limit as y -> 0.

deal with integrals of the type

-x

Specificallyr r¡r€ have to

dE (ar¡

dq (A2 )

(*-E)'*y' ) wrricrr

l=lim
Y+o

m(g) (E-x)
(x-E)'*y'

-x

m'( ( -x)
(x-E) 2+y2

f=lim
v+o

f=lim

I" m(E) ¡!( (*-E)' *y'

where m(E) ís an unknown function that is well behaved

except perhaps at E - ta.

First we perform an integration by parts on (A1). This

gives us

-a

l

a

lim
y+o

1im
y+o

+

+e

^

we know that -a ( x ( a, so that \^re may break the int,egral
in (42) into three parts. The first integral is taken over

the range [-a, x-€], the second. over [x-€, x+€] and the

third over [x+€ra]. € is some small positive quantity. In
the first and third integrals, vre may immediately take the

limit y -> 0, since x may never be equal to E. Thus we

may write

ff.=
a \ m'(E)

)æ5 dE

x+€

€

y+o
trcr-r-E=.I]

[t"-e I ' 
*o'_]

-a

+

x

(A3 )
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V'le rewrite the last integral in (43) as

m'(u+x) udu (A4 )
2u +y

We expand m'(u+x) using a Taylor series so that (44) becomes

I I
-€

lim
y+o

m'(x) loq (u2 +y2 )
e

2

= 
t 

= du + m"(x)22u +y

I 2

I
-€

¡€

'(x) l
)
-e

mI lim
v+o

(
\

I

Thus

I

= lim
v+o

(2.-zv .t"" ;)

-e

+ Iim m" (x)
Y+0

-€
+

-a x+e

I l*
\J I") #*uE

(As)

+

(A7 )

I

(A6 )

The first term vanishes by symmetry (as do the third, fifth

and seventh terms etc. ) , while the second term, which is the

dominant term in the series, vanishes as e + 0. The other

even terms in the series also go to zero, but more rapidly, as

e + Q.

Thus we may rewrite (43) as

-€

+ Iim
€->o

1im
y -)o

m(E) (E-x)
(x-E)' *Y'

a

-^

Si-nce we require, from physical considerations, m(ta) = 0,

\^/e rewrite (47) as

-€
+ (AB)

xt€

which is precisely the Cauchy principal value interpretation.

Expressions like (Ag) may be treated numerically immediately.

In our case, however, ít is more convenient to use the

original unknown m(6) rather than its derivative m' (g) . vüe

im
+o

I = I
C U. f )ffiur

-a
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therefore return to the original variables by a reverse

integration by parts. Thus

[tm1 ." + [H:à-]... \
)(f.-'+

û

i
1ao )

lero )

(A11) ,

I Iim
€ -+o

lim
y+o

i* l- 3 *(*l
+o\

+

d€

d
x+€

€x

I
o

=l
€

+ +
a

x+e

using m(!a) = 0 and the fact that m(x-e) - m(x) - m(x+e)

to evaruate the integrated parts in (A9) in the limit as € + 0.

Equation (Ar0) is precisely the Hadamard interpreÈation (see

Mangler (1951) ) of the double pole divergent integral.
we are now in a position to determine why the numerical

method used in chapters 1 and 2, which apparently j_gnores the

divergent character of the integral, nevertheless gives the

correct result according to the interpretation (A10). We

consider a general kernel function p(xry,El which has the

limitingbehaviour, as E*x, y+0,

P (xr 0, E)

m(E) P(x,y,E)dE = Iim

where c is some constant. At1 the integral equations we

are concerned with here have kerners of this type. rn our

matrix representation (e.g. equation (I.7.2)), the only
potential difficulty is with the diagonal elements of the

matrix, that is, with contributions from an intervar (8, ,8,*,
contaj.ning the singular point E = x (and the interval

i g-"1 . .) on which we assume that m(6) takes the constant

value m. = m(x). Now we write

I
Ë

I
Ë

Ëi*,

v+o

Ë¡*,
dg+
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+ Iim
y+o

i+l
m(E) P (xrY, E) dE (AI2 ) ,

Ê¡

\^¡here we have subtracted the most singurar portion of the

kernel. In the second integral hre may now take the limit
y + 0, since the resulting expression is convergent. The

first integral may be treated using (410). Thus we find

r m(E) P(x,y,E)dE = m.
i+1 x-€

lim
y -)o

-llim
€+o

+c (x-E )

Ëi Ë¡

\
)

(
\

c
Ëi*r

x*€
+ m

I

Ëi*r
t

J

Ë

+c -t(x-E) ^ P (xr 0, E) dE (A13)

(A15)

We now allow € + 0 in (413) r so that

(*-E) 2

(x-E¡ ., , 
-t 

]
1im
y+o

m(E)
+Ë

I
¿

P (x,y, E) dE = *, {"1 
(*-8, ) 

-'

P (xr 0, E)
c

dE )
(ara ¡

(x-El 2

If we define Q(xr0,E) as the indefinite integral of p,

then we may express the integral in (414) in terms of the

anti-derivative Q(xrO,g) C(x-E)-' , the last part of which

exactly cancels the integrated part of (af¿). Thus, finally

fË¡ +r+l
Ëi

I'
i+l Ëi *rlim

v ->o
m(6) P(x,y,E)dE = m. Q (x, o, E)

Ë
Ëi

The coefficient of *, in (415) is determined in exactly the

manner used naivery in chapters l- and 2. rt shourd be noted

too that this interpretation agrees with that of lr{angler

(1951) where the "finite part" of a double pole integral is
taken.
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APPENDTX B

TESTTNG OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD

This section is an investigation of the numericat method

introduced by Tuck (1969) for the sorution of singular inte-
gral equations. rt is the method used throughout the present

work. The technique is appricabre to a wide range of integral
equations, but we shall only consider equations of the form

m(E) f(x,E)dE I (Br)

where m(6) is unknown and f(x,E) is the (given) singular
kernel. V,le treat this type of equation since analytic
solutions are availabre for some particurar examples of it.
This arlows us to study the accuracy of the numerical method,

in addition to its rate of convergence.

Basically the method proposed by Tuck (1969) is as

fo11ows. we assume that m(6) is a srowly-varying function,
except near the ends E = I 1. rt is important to note that
the method is much less effective if this assumption is false.

We divide the range of integration 1 < E < 1 into a

set of N segments Ej < E. E,*, j, = 1,...,N in each of
which we approximate m(6) = constant = m. . Thus (ef¡ becomes

.t

i
,l

il

I

I

I

I
$.

fi

I

N
F
) r

j+r
m.

t
f (x, E) dE 1 1(x(1

Ëj

We satisfy (eZ¡ at a set of N points x = x. so that

4.. il.rJ t
I

N

I

(82 )

(83 )

r
å

)t

where 4..rJ

j+r
f (x. , E) ag (84 )
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F (x. ,8)
I

Ë¡+1

gj
(Bs )

(87 )

.t

I
t
,>
¡it

I
I

t''i

I
I'

l
I

I

I

hle can use equation (85) so long as F(xrE) , the anti-

derivative of f(xrE), is known. Modifications to the

method must be used if this íntegral cannot be determined.

For example, if f (x' E) + log (x-E) as E * xr vrê can write

A'..
IJ

j+r f (x, -E) 1os lx. -E ldE
lE=j
Ë¡

+
j+1

(86 )

Ë¡

The integral in this expression may now be evaluated by any

standarä numerical integratíon technique (Simpson's rule,

for example), since it is no longer singuJ-ar at E - x.

The correct singular behaviour is still modelled in the

numerical scheme, however, by virtue of the integrated part

of (86).

The choice of mesh-points must now be considered. The

obvj-ous choice is an evenly spaced mesh. This may be

criticised, however, on the grounds that the unknown m(E)

will generally have some singular nature near the end-points

E = I 1, usually of the form

m(E) A( near

(E-xi ) loel E-xi I
(E-x, )

Ë

E_I

and m( E) near E = -1

where A(E) and B(E) are regular functions of { and o

and ß are in general not integers. At this stage, we will

assume either symmetry or anti-symmetry in m(E) so that
o = ß and A(E) = JB(E). Because of this behavj.our, if
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evenly spaced mesh-points

m = constant on E. < E <
tl

end-points.

If is equal to 0

problems, then the choice

used, then the assumption

would break down near the

were
i
tÞ.

I
t'

{

,ll

I
t,

I

I

I

' 
¡',

å,

il

rj +r

,

I

I

5 as it is in many physical

cos il
N

j Ir...rN+I (88 )

accommodates the singularities exactly. For o other than

0.5, as occurs in the water-wave problems treated in ChapÈers

3 and 4, similar formulae may be derived. Once the points

Ej have been determined, there are two possible chçíces for

the collocation points xi , i - I'... rN. First we may put

x
t

0.s(E + Et*r) l- 1r...rN (89 )

T
2

Alternatively, wê may make the choice

x cos i-4
a rr...rNTT

z
\
)( (B10 )N I

Neither of these choices has any obvious advantage over the

other at first sight. It will be seen, however, that the

choice (810) gives better results.

Having determined the mesh-points, a solution to the

integral equation in question may be obtained by inverting

the matrix equation

AT = I (Brr)

where fi= [4,,] (BI2),

T= [*,] (Br3)

and all elements of the vector ] are of unit value.

We now consider the forms of f(xrË) for which the

above method may be used. The singular character of (BI) is
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reflected in the behaviour of

as E * x. We are interested

function f (x, E)

with the propertj-es

the kernel

in kernels

;--

f (x, E) -> toglx-tl, n = o

I

t

I (814 )

, 11 = L12t..., E * x
(*-E)'

In practical applicatj-ons lt = 0 r 1,2 are the values of n

most commonly found. In this appendix we consider the case

where f is given everywhere by (814) or some combination

for various values of n. Problems where the kernel is more

complicated appear to behave in a fashion which is mainly

dependent on the type of singularity present so that simple

test cases al-Iow reasonably general conclusions to be drawn.

The other advant,age in using these simple test functions is
that analytic solutions are available to integral equations

with these kernels.

Problems where f(xrÇ) = 1 with n> I are not
(x-E)'

defined in the ordinary sense, and we must be careful about

the interpretation of integral equations with such kernels.

Usually, these kernel functions are encountered in equations

like

(815 )

in the limit as y + 0. Equation (B15) has meaning so long

as y / 0. In the limit y = 0, howeverr hrê can interpret
the integral in the Hadamard senser so that we have

t
J

I 'l

I

I

dE I (BI6)
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with

f (x,E) =

obtained.

exists to
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dE G (x,1) G (x, -l) (817 )

(818)

Since a solution

dE = o this

d

ãE G (x, E)

In Appendix A this type of interpretation is justified

rigorously for the special case n = 2. For general n

Manger (1951) derives the results (Bt7) and (BI8). The

interpretation (B17) is exactly analogous to the procedure

used in the numerical method (85). Thus integral equations

of this type are, in prÍnciple at least, amenable to solution

by this method.

The numerical procedure \^ras applied to several different

test equations. The program \^las run with N - L0,20 and 30

and the three possible choices for the mesh-points, namely

lj given by (88) and *, by (B9) or (810) or with both

Ej and *, evenly spaced. (In the latter case the x.

were taken as mid-points.)

If was found that the method did not work at all with

T,!, (n=r) - wirdly oscillating sorutions hrere

This is not surprising,

the homogeneous equation

however.

1

may be added Èo any solution we obtained for the non-

homogeneous equation. This means that end-point conditions

must be included to ensure a unique solution to the problem

(see Mangler (1951) 94.6). Since these are not included in

our numerical formulation, there is no reason to suppose

that the method wiII in fact be successful. Indeed, from a

numerical point of view, since the elements 4,, = foglx, -8, I

Ioglx.-8,*, I are very close to zeror we see that the matrix
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A will not be diagonally dominant and hence will not be

easily inverted, if indeed an inverse exists. For test

functions of the form t with n 2 2, it was found that
(x-E) "

for n odd, no sensible answers were obtained. For even

n > 2 the ans\^ters obtained \^tere surprising. For example,

with rÌ = 4 at l{ = 10 m(E) was a smooth function as

expected. For lr[ = 20, the output m(E) \^tas of the same

shape but its magnitude had decreased by a factor approxima-

tely equal to two. Similar surprising results hrere obtained

as N vrras increased further. As yet, no explanation has

been found for this behaviour.

For all other functions tested, convergence was obtained

in all cases, although it was soon found that mesh-points

given by the combination (88) and (810) gave far superior

results.
In Table 2 results are given for the three test functions

f(x,6) = loslx-El, + and 0.ot loslx-tl - +;. rhese
(x-E) (x-E)

functions r^/ere chosen since an analytic solution was available
Iin each case. The table actually shows lm(E)dE rather than
)

m(6) itself and in the case of f(E) = Ioglx-[l the exponen-

tial of the integral has been taken for display purposes.

To obtain some idea of the rate of convergence of the

method, it was assumed that the computed results followed a

law like

m
N

m+æ
(BI9 )a

N

where N is the number of mesh-points,

B

** is the program output for gj-ven

limiting solution obtainable from the

In principle, ñ_ should be the same

N

B

and

method

as the

is a constant,

m is theæ

at very large N.

exact solution,
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so long as o > 0. This quantity clt gives some indication

of the rate of convergence of the method.

Using the results shown in Table 2, we can calculate

ß-, B and o for any given test function and choice of

mesh-points. This was done and the limiting solution and

the convergence exponent (cl) are al-so displayed in the tab1e.

As can be seen, the choice of mesh-points is very

important. In the case of the log function, the best error

is of the order N-', whereas with evenly spaced points the

error is much larger, of order N-r. rn fact, there is an

interesting progression in the convergence exponent from

one to two to three, as we progressively improve our choice

of mesh-points, firstly when \^/e use cosine points for the

mesh-points Ej in preference to evenly spaced points, and

then when we choose the collocation points *, optimally.

Looking at the results for the double-po1e test function

we see that the method works exactly, ât least to the limit

of computer accuracy (approxímately fifteen significant

figures). This is very surprisingr âs the quantity displayed

in the table, f*(E)dE is eval-uated by a rather crude integra-
J

tion routine (consistent with the approximations made

throughout)

m(g) dEI
o

N=l

I
j=o

m. (6¡+r F (B20)

Now even if we know the

the above rule will not

obvious if we consider

solution m (E) : ,æ ,

by (88) and (810). We

exact value of m. at each mesh-point,
I

give the exact answer. This becomes

numerical integration of the exact

using the set of mesh-points gi-ven

have
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,@ae = ry (E,*r I
N-1

I
j =o

,, /2
f ' sin2e de
)
0

r" /zede+f
J
0

(82 1)

(8221

Now let us consider the integral in a different way. We make

the immediate substitution E = cos e. Then

@dE = (823)

I (82A',)cos 2 de

The second integral in (824) may be evaluated exactly by

using the mid-point rule. This is also true for the first
j-ntegral since cos 0 is anti-symmetric about e - r,r/2.

Thus the integral may be evaluated with no error if we take

as mesh points o, = (#)" so that

0

N-r
i

j =o
=t"'(1+)" sin fr

fr sin,(t+)"

I
T r

o

@aE = (B2s)

Comparing (822) and (825) indicates the error involved in our

numerical scheme of integration. (ft also tends to show why

the choice (810) for the collocat.ion points x. is the

optimal one).

On returning to our consideration of the double-pole

problemr \Àrê see that the computer program must be generating

1T 4N (826)

N-l

Ij =rI
0

mj mj exact s l_n ,IT N

Indeed, investigation showed this to be the case.

This behaviour r,iras found to occur only if the kernel

function was purely a double-po1e. Thus, in the third test
functíon considered, we see that for the optimal choice of
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mesh-points, the rate of convergence is the same as that

for a simple logarithmic function. For non-optimal choice

of mesh-points, hovrever, the double-pole becomes the

dominant singularity so that the rate of convergence is

approximately the same as that for the double-pole test

function with the mesh-points chosen incorrectly.

Finallyr \^rê consider a more general function to show

that the major singularities do indeed determine the rate

of convergence. We consider the case of viscous flow through

a single two-dimensj-onal s1it, ât Reynolds number ß = 1. As

can be seen, the rate of convergence is the same as for our

third test function when the optimal set of mesh-points is

used (both problems have the same type of singularity).
It should also be noted that in all the above we

have concentrated on equations of the first kind. Equations

of the second kind, such as those considered in Chapters 3

and 4, can also be treated using the numerical method

described here. Such equations are actually less sensitive

to the choice of mesh-points and indeed it is found that in

solving an equation like

m(x) + m(E) loel x-E I dE 1 (827)

the convergence exponent (o) is approximately equal to two

even with an evenly spaced mesh.
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